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Dear Student:
BasicReadingPowercan help you read well in English. In this
book, you can work on reading in four ways:
1. PleasureReading
Readmany storiesand books.
2. Comprehension Skills
Understand what you read.
3. Vocabulary Building
Learn many new words.
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4. Thinking Skills
Learn to think in English.

Work on all four parts of the book every week. This way you
can learn to be a good reader!

Yourstruly,

E*wkw
I

BeatriceMikulecky and Linda Jeffries
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lntroductlon

estionn
>

Answer the questions' Thentalk to other students about you answers.
1. What is vour name?

2. Where do you live?
3. What country do you come from?
4. What is your first language?
5. Do vou like to read?
6. Do your parents or friends like to read?
7. What do you like to read?
books

magazlnes

newspapers_

other

8. What do you read every day?
books

magazrnes

newspapers_

other
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9 . How manv books do vou read in one year?

1 0 . What book do you like a lot?

v
>

in Basic
This exerclsegivesyou somenew words.Thesewordsare in the exercises
in this book, Readthe sentences.Canyou do what they say?
L. Draw a circle around the last word in this sentence.
2. There is a picture of a house below these sentenceson the
next page.Draw a circle around the house.
3 . A word is missing from this -.

Write in the word.

4 . There are two blanks in the next sentence.Think of some
words. Write them in the blanks.
5 . My -

goes to

everYdaY.

6 . Draw a line from number 6 to number 1,.

Gridd

lntroductlon

7. One word in this snetneceis not correct. Write that word
correctlv in the blank.
8. Crossout the first word in this sentence.Then crossout the
last word in this sentence.
9. Draw a garden near the house below. Follow the stepsin
number L0.
10. Step 1".Draw a tree.
Step 2. Draw some flowers.
Step 3. Draw some grass.
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Which words are new for you? Wrlte them here.

d&
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PleasureReading

Good readersread a lot of storiesand books. They read for
pleasure,not only for school or work. This part of the book is for
pleasurereading. You are going to read and talk about many
stories.You can learn to be a good readerin English.
Sometimesstorieshave a lot of new words. Do you have to
know all the words? No!

Understandina
g S t o r y w i t h S o m e N e w W o r d si n l t
\--

7, Readthe story.Thenanswerthe questions.
Magda is a student atPoznan University in Poland. Sheis 23
years old. She xxxxx in Mosina. It is a small xxxx near Poznan.
Every day, Magda takes xxx train to the city. She goes xx her
classesat the university. After her xxxxxxx, she studieswith her
friends. Sometimes,xxxx have dinner at a restaurant.Xxxx she
takesthe train home. Shexxxxxxx all evening. Shewants to be
x doctor. She must study hard for xxxx years!
a. Does Magda live in Poznan?

b. Doesshe take the train to Poznan?
c. Does she always go home for dinner?
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d. What is she studying?

:-

2. Readthe story.Thenanswerthe questions.
Gerald is a student at Harvard University in Cambridge,
Massachusetts.He is 20 yearc old. Xx is from a small xxxx in
California. He can't xx home very often. Gerald xx studying
Chinese. He wants xx go to China next xxxx. In China he can
learn Xxxxxxx well. He can also xxxxx about the country. Some
xxx, Geraldwants to work xx business.He wants to xxx and sell
things in Xxxxx. But first he must xxxxx how to speakChinese.
a. Where is Gerald from?
b. Does he go home every weekend?
c. Can he speakChinese?
d. Does he want to teach Chinese?

2

Pleasure Reading

Reading to Undelstand Stories
Good readersthink and ask questionswhen they read. Follow
these stepswith the story on the next page.
Stept. Think before you read.
Look at any pictures.
Readthe title of the storY.
Can you answer any of these questions?
What is the story about?
Who is in the story?
Where are thev?
Step2. Readthe story.
Do you have to know all the words? NO!
You can understand the story without all the words.
Don't ask the teacher or other studentsabout new words.
Readto the end of the storv.
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Step3. Talk about the storY.

When you finish, talk about the story with another student.
What is the story about?
Who is in the story?
Where are they?
Do you like the story? WhY?
Step4. Learn new words.
Now look at the story again.
Find some new words.
Write the new words on the lines under the story.
Make a vocabulary list. (Seepages100-103.)

3

Fables

The storiesin this unit are fables.Fablesare short storiesabout
people or animals. They are not true stories,but they give a lesson
about life. Every country has its fables.

Fable 1
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Step7. Think before you read.
Step2. Readthe story.
.|rl
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intheLitfleHouse
I heBigFamily

Vladimir doesnot know what to do. He has a big family. And he
lives in a little house. He is not very happy.
One day he goesto town. He talks to a wise woman. "Pleasehelp
me," he says."My wife and I have six children. We live in a very
s little house. Eight people in a few rooms! We cannot live this way!"
The wise woman listens. She closesher eyesfor a minute. Then
she asks,"How many animals do you have?"
"We have eight animals. We have a horse, a cow two pigs, and
four chickens," saysVladimir.
"Good. Go home now," says the wise woman. "Take all your
10
animals into the house with you."
"Our animals!" saysVladimir. He goeshome and doeswhat the
wise woman tells him. The next week, he goes back to the wise
woman.
"This is very bad!" he says."The animals eat our food. They fill
1s
all the rooms. They sleepin our beds."
The wise woman closesher eyesagain. Then she tells Vladimir,
"Now go home. Thkethe animals out of the house."
Vladimir goeshome. He takesthe animals out of the house.
The next day, he goesback to the wise woman. This time he is
20
happy.
"Thank you, thank you," he says."It's very different without the
animals. Now we can eat. Now we can sleep. Now we like our
house. Thank you for your help. You are avery wise woman!"
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Step3. Talk about the story. What is the lesson?
Step4. Write new words here.

5

Pleasure Reading

Fable 2
Step7. Think beforeyou read.
Step2. Readthe story.

,,,

10

That's
NottheWayto Dolt!

Hans wants to sell his horse.He goesdown the road to town. He
and his young son are walking with the horse.There are some boys
near the road.
"That's not the way to do it!" says a boy. "Why is
that man
walking? He has a horse!"
"He's right," says Hans. He gets on the horse.
The son walks
behind him. Then they seesome women.
"Look at that man!" saysa woman. "He is
on the horse.And his
poor boy must walk."
"She'sright," saysHans. He gets off and
he puts his son on the
horse. They walk some more.
"Isn't that terrible!" says an old man. "Young people
have no
love for their parents!Look at that boy on the horse.His poor father
is walking."
"He's right," says Hans. He gets on
the horse behind his son.
Then they seesome girls.
"TWo people on a horse!" say the girls. "The poor
animal."
"They're right," says Hans. He and his
son get off the horse.
They take the horse in their arms. They carry him down the road.
The horse is big and he almost falls.
They come to a river with a bridge. Some people are on the
bridge. "Look at that!" they say. "Look at the horse!" They laugh
and laugh.
The horse doesnot like this. He moves here and there. He wants
to run away."Help, help," cries Hans. And then they all fall off the
bridge and into the river-the horse, Hans, and his son.
"Next time," says Hans, "I am not going
to listen to other
people. I am going to do it my way."
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Step3, Talk about the story. What is the lesson?
Step4. Write new words here.

6

Pleasure Reading

Fable 3
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Step7. Think before you read.
Step2. Readthe story.

TheWolfandtheDog
A wolf is looking for food. He is very hungry. One evening, he
SeesSomechickens in a yard. He wants to eat those chickens. But
there is a dog in the yard, too. The dog is very big and strong. The
wolf doesnot want to fight the dog, but he is very, very hungry. He
waits near the yard.
a man come out of the house.The man givesSome
The wolf SeeS
food to the dog. Then he goesback in the house.
"Good evening," the wolf calls to the dog.
"Good evening," answersthe dog. He is eating his dinner.
The wolf says,"Do you get food every day?"

7

Pleasure Reading

15

"Two times a day," answers
the dog. ,,I get breakfast in the
morning and dinner in the evening." He eats some more. Then he
looks at the wolf. "Are you hungry? Come live here with me. This
is a good life. I help the man a little. At night I sleep near the
chickens.No animals can get them."
The dog eats all his dinner and sits down. He saysto the wolf,
"You are always running
and fighting. your life is not easy.Come
live here. Life is easyhere."
The wolf sits down near the dog. He thinks, ,,Why not? I can eat
every day here, and I can have a friend.,,
But then he looks at the dog.
"What is that under your
ears?"he asks.
"What?" saysthe dog.
"Look at your neck! It is
all red!" saysthe wolf.
"Oh, that is nothing,"
saysthe dog.
"Nothing!" saysthe wolf. "It
is terrible!,,
"No, no," saysthe dog. "It
is the chain. In the day, the farmer
puts a chain on my neck."
" A chain!" saysthe
wolf. "So you can,t run. you must stay there
,
by the house all day!"
"Yes,"answersthe dog.
"Then no, thank you, my
friend. I cannot stay here with you.
I do not want a chain on my neck. I am going back to my old life.
Good-bye!"
And the wolf runs away,still hungry.
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Step3. Talk about the story. What is the lesson?
Step4. Write new words here.

I

PleasureReading

Fable 4
Step7. Think beforeyou read.
Step2. Readthe story.

A BellontheCat
A large family of mice live in a store.There is alwaysfood in the
store.Another family of mice comesto the store.Soon there are lots
and lots of mice in the store.
The storekeeperis not happy about this. He says,"There are too
s many mice here!" So one day he goesout. He gets a big, black cat.
It is hungry and it likes to eat mice.
The mice do not know what to do. "What can we do?" saysa
mother mouse. "This cat is terrible. It is going to kill us a11."
"We must talk to our president. He always knows what to do,"
10 saysanother mouse. So they go to the president. "Mr. President,"
they say,"the cat is going to kill us. We are afraid. What can we do?"
The president is a big, old mouse. He says, "We must have a
meeting. All the mice must come."
And so there is a meeting of all the mice. The president of the
1s mice comes in and standsup.
"My dear friends," he says,"we are living in a bad time. A big,
black cat is here in our store.This terrible animal wants to eat us all.
But my friends, I know what to do. Your president always has the
answer.We can put a bell on the cat. That way we can alwayshear
20 it. And we can run away in time."
"Hurrah!" say all the mice. "Our president is very wise." The
mice are all happy. They are all talking about their president. "Isn't he
a wise mouse?"they say."Isn't he a good president?"
But then a young mouse speaks."Mr. President,"she says,"I have
zs a question."
"Yes,"saysthe president.
"Please,"saysthe young mouse. "Who is going to put the bell
on the cat?"
"Not I! Not I!" say all the mice. Then they stop talking. They all
30 go away. The next day, they move out of the store.
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Step3. Talk about the story. What is the lesson?
Step4. Write new words here.

?

PleasureReading

Fable 5
\ r t

&)
Step7. Think before you read.
Step2, Readthe story.

TheBoyandtheWolf
Kamal lives in a little village. Every day he goes out with his
sheep. He stays with the sheep all day. In the evening he comes
back to the village.
One day, the boy thinks, "I do not like this! I am with the sheep
all day. The sheepdo not talk, and they do not listen to me. What
can I do?"
Kamal sits there for some time. Then he says,,,I know!,, And he
cries, "Wolf! Wolf!"
In a few minutes, people come running from the village.
"Where is the wolf?" they ask.
"Oh, there is no wolf," saysthe
boy.'l wanted to seeyou and
talk to yort."
The people are not happy.They go back to the village. ,,Thatbad
boy!" they say.
The next day, Kamal is with his sheep.Again, he does not want
to be alone. He cries,"Wolf! Wolf!"
Again, the people come from the village. This time, they are
very angry. "You must not do that again!" they say.,,Next time, we
are not going to listen." And they go back to their work.
That same afternoon, Kamal is alone with his sheep. He is
almost asleep.Then he hears something in the trees.He opens his
eyes.It is a wolf. The wolf is coming to eat his sheep.
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Pleasure Reading

"Help! Help!" criesKamal. "There is a wolf!"
The people in the village hear the boy, but this time they do not
zs

COme.

So Kamal runs away,and the wolf kills and eats all the sheep.
L-

Step3. Talk about the story. What is the lesson?
Step4. Write new words here.

Fable 6
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Step7. Think before you read.
Step2. Readthe story.

TheBeatandtheTwoFriends
One day, Dan andJim walked down the road.
"What a beautifuI dayl" said Dan.
"It is not raining,
"Yes,this is a good day for a walk," said
Jim.
and it is not hot."
So they talked and walked. They walked and talked. They came to
a mountain with lots of trees.Then Jim stopped talking. There was a

tl

Pleasure Reading

15

bear behind a tree.Jim said nothing to Dan. In a minute, Jim was up
in a tree.Then he called to his friend, "Oh Dan, there is a bear!,,
Dan did not have time to run. He did not have time to go up
a tree. So he fell to the ground. He did not move.
The bear walked over to him and smelled him. He made noises
in Dan's ear.Dan still did not move. After some time, the bear went
away.Bearsdo not eat dead people or animals.
Then Jim came down from the tree.
"Sorry," he said. "I wanted to tell you about
the bear.But first, I
wanted to get up the tree."
Dan said nothing. He got up from the ground.
"What did the bear say to you?" asked
Jim.
"He told me something very important,"
said Dan.
"Oh, what was t}rat?" asked
Jim.
"He told me about good friends. Good friends
do not run away.
Good friends help their friends."
And Dan walked down the road alone.
L.

Step3. Talk about the story. What is the lesson?
Step4. Write new words here.
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Fable 7
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PleasureReading

Step7. Think before you read.
Step2. Read the story.

andthe0enie
Sinbad
One day, Sinbad the Sailor was by the sea.He sat down by the
water. Somebodycalled to him. There was an old bottle near him.
He looked at the bottle. In it, there was a very, very little person. It
was a genie.
"Help! Help!" said the genie."Pleaselet me out."
Sinbad opened the bottle. A big, gray cloud came out. In the
cloud, there was a very, very big genie.
"Thank you, Sailor. And now, I am going to eat you. My last
meal was 5,000 yearsago. I am very hungry."
The genie was very big and strong, and he had Sinbad in his
hand. Sinbadwas small and not very strong. But he was clever.
He said to the genie, "How can you eat me-a little thing like
you?"
"Little?" said the genie, in a terrible way. "I am very big!"
"How can you be very big?" asked Sinbad. "You were in this
little bottle!"
"I changed," said the genie. "You can seethat!"
"No, no," said Sinbad."I seeonly a little bottle."
"I
The genie'sface was all red. He was very terrible to see. can
change!"he said."Look at me!"
The genie went into his big, gray cloud. Then the cloud went
away.The genie was little, and he was inside the bottle again.
Sinbad put the top on the bottle. He put the bottle in the sea
and walked away."Good-bye for another 5,000 years!" Sinbad said.
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Step3. Talk about the story. What is the lesson?
Step4. Write new words here.
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PleasureReadlng

Fable 8
Step!, Think beforeyou read.
Step2. Readthe story.
-

10

TheStrongest
Person

Mariko was a girl mouse. She loved Nazumi, a boy mouse. They
wanted to marry. But Mariko's parents said no. Mariko must marry
the strongestperson in the world. But who was the strongestperson
in the world?
Her parents looked up at the sky. "The sun is the strongest
person," they said.They askedthe sun, "Do you want to marry our
daughter?"
"Your daughter is very beautiful," said the sun. "But
I'm not the
strongestperson.The cloud is stronger.He can stop my light."
So Mariko's parents called to the cloud. "Are you the strongest
person?" they asked.
The cloud answered,"No, no. I'm not the strongestperson.The
wind is stronger.I must go where he tells me."
"Oh, Wind," said Mariko's parents. "What do you say?
Are you
very strong?"
"Yes,yes," said the wind. "I'm very strong. But
a high wall can
stop me."
The mice parents talked to a high wall. "Please,Wall, can you
answerour question?We are looking for the strongestperson in the
world. Are you that person?"
The wall said, "I'm very strong. But look at my feet. There are
many holes. Nazumi, the mouse, made those holes."
Mariko's parentslooked at the holes. Then they went to look for
Nazumi. "Nazumi," they said, "you are the strongestperson in the
world! Do you want to marry our daughter?"
"Yes," said Nazumi. And so Mariko married Nazumi, and
they
were very happy.
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Step3. Talk about the story. What is the lesson?
Step4. Write new words here.
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Pleasure Reading

Fable 9
Step7. Think before you read.
Step2. Readthe story.

TheTurtleandtheDucks
The turtle was not very happy. "Here I am on the ground," he
said. "I cannot go fast. I always seethe same things. I seeonly the
ground and the grass.Poor, poor me."
Then the turtle looked up at the sky. "Look at those birds," he
said. "They go many places.They seemany things. I want to be a
bird. I want to fly, too."
Two ducks stopped near the turtle.
"Oh, ducks," askedthe turtle. "What can I do? I want to go to
far places.I want to seethe world."
"I think we can help you," said the ducks.
"Canyou?" askedthe turtle. "How?"
"You can fly with us to Africa or to America. You can see
mountains, oceans,and cities-all the things you want to see."
"But how can I fly?" askedthe turtle.
"With a stick," said the ducks. "We can hold the stick in our
mouths. And you must hold on with your mouth."
And that's what they did. They went up in the air. They went
many miles. The turtle sawmany new things. He sawa city and lots
of people.
Somepeople on the ground looked up. "A turtle in the air!" they
said."Run, run to the queen.Thereis a flying turtle. Shemust seeit."
The queen came out to seethe turtle. "Where is it?" she asked.
"Here! Can't you seeme?" called the turtle. But when he opened
his mouth, he fell to the ground. And there, in front of the queen
and all the people, he died.
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Step3. Talk about the story. What is the lesson?
Step4. Write new words here.
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Fable 1O
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Stepl. Think before you read.
Step2, Read the story.

-
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endHisWife
TheFisherman

10

15
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Once there was a fisherman. He and his wife lived in a little
house. They were very poor.
One day he went to the sea. He wanted to get some fish for
dinner. For many hours, he got nothing. Then, in the evening, he
got a big, fat fish.
"Pleasedon't eat me!" said the fish. "Tell me what you want.
I can give it to you."
The fisherman put the fish back into the sea.He went home and
told his wife about the fish. Shesaid, "Husband! I don't like this old
house.Tell the fish I want a new house."
So the fisherman went back to the sea. He called to the fish,
"Oh, fish! My wife wants a new house!"
"Go home," said the fish. "Your wife has a new house."
The fisherman went home. His wife was in a nice, new house.
There were flowers in the yard, and she was very happy.
But the next morning, she was not happy. She said to her
husband, "This house is very small. I want a big house now. Go
back to the fish and tell him."

Pleasure Reading

25

So the fisherman went back to the sea. "Oh, fish!" he called.
"My wife wants a big house now."
"Go home," said the fish. "Your wife has a big house."
The fisherman went home. There was his wife in a very big and
beautiful house. Shewas very happy.
But the next morning she said, "A big house is nice. But it is not
enough. I want to be a queen!"
So the fisherman went back to the sea again. "Oh, fish!" he
called. "My wife wants to be a queen now."
"Go home," said the fish. "Your wife is a queen."
The fisherman went home. His wife was now a queen. She had
on a beautiful dress."Now you can be happy," said the fisherman
to his wife.
The next morning it rained. The fisherman'swife said, "I don't
like the rain. Tell the fish. I want to stop the rain."
So the fisherman went back to the seaanother time. "Oh, fish!"
he called. "Help me! My wife is still not happy. She wants to stop
the rain."
"Go home," saidthe fish. "Your wife asksfor too much! Now she
has nothing."
The fisherman went home. His wife was in their old house
again. And once again, they were very poor.
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Step3. Talk about the story. What is the lesson?
Step4. Write new words here.
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Stories

The storiesin this unit are not fables.They are all about real
people and places.

Rememberthe FourReadi
o Thinkbeforeyou reod.
o Reodthe story.
. Tolkoboutthe story.
o Leornnewwords.
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Story 1
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Special
Party
AVery

Amalya Antonorma lived in St. Petersburg,Russia.She was 75
yearsold, and shewas alone. Her husband was dead. Shehad a son,
Pavel,but maybe he was also dead. She last saw him in 1945.After
that, she did not hear anymore about him.
What happened in 1945?That was a time of war in Europe.
Pavel'sfather was a soldier. He was killed in the war in L942.After
that, Amalya was alone with her baby. Those were terrible times in
Russia.There was very little food. The winter was very cold. The
German army was in Russia.German soldierskilled many Russians.
They sent many other Russiansto Germany to work. Many of these
people got sick and died.
Amalya was a Russianworker in Germany. At the end of the war,
shewas still alive. Her baby was still alive, too. But Amalya was very
sick. The English and American armies came to the town. Amalya
askedsome English soldiersfor help. "Takemy little boyi' she said.
"I am very sick, but he must live."

t?
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So Pavelwent to England. He went to live with an English family,
the Corbetts.He was iust two years old. Graceand GeorgeCorbett
were very good to Pavel. He was a son for them. They gave him an
English name-Paul. They never told him about his Russianmother.
Paul Corbett married and had two children. When he was 45,
Grace Corbett died. Then George Corbett told him about his
Russianmother. Paul wanted to look for her. Maybe she was dead
after all theseyears.But maybe not.
He sent many letters to Russia.Severalyears passed.Then one
day a letter came from St. Petersburg.Amalya was alive and well,
and she wanted very much to seehim. So Paul Corbett went with
his family to St. Petersburg.
Amalya had a big party. All her friends came to meet her son.
There was lots of good Russianfood and music. Amalya did not
speakany English. Paul and his family did not speakany Russian.
But words were not important. They were all happy.

Story 2
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Christmas was a big day for John and Adele. They always had a
very nice dinner. Then they opened their presents. Often the
presents were small things. John and Adele did not have much
money. ButJohn alwayshad something for Adele,and Adele always
had something for John.
It was the day before Christmas. But this year John and Adele
still did not have any presents.They did not have any money for
presents."We are happy without them," they said.
But it was not true. John wanted to buy something for his wife.
And Adele wanted to buy something for her husband.
Adele went into town. She looked at the store windows. There
were many beautiful things in the windows. In the window of a
music store, she saw some cassettes.There was a new cassetteby
Pavarotti.John loved music, and he loved Pavarotti. Adele wanted
to buy that cassettefor John, but she did not have the money.
Then she rememberedher hair. Adele had very long, beautiful
red hair. Her hairdresserwanted to cut it and buy it from her. Adele
always said no. But now she went to the hairdresserand said yes.
Then she went back to the music store with the money, and she
bought the Pavarotti cassette.
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When Adele came home, John was already there.
"What do you think?" Adele askedhim. "Do you like my new
Christmas haircut?"
"Oh no!"
John said.
"You don't like it?" Adele said.
"Why did you do that?"
John asked.
"I wanted to buy something for you," said Adele. "So I sold my
hair. Here is your present."
"Oh, Adele!"he said."This is terrible!"
John openedthe present.
"You mean you don't like the cassette?"askedAdele.
"No, no. Thank you. It's a beautiful cassette,"said
"But I
John.
don't have a cassetteplayer now. I neededmoney for your present,
and my friend Georgeneededa cassetteplayer.So I sold the cassette
player to him. Here'syour present."
Adele opened a small box. In it there were two combs for her
hair. They were very beautiful, but now her hair was very short. She
couldn't use combs!
"I can use them next year," she said. "Thank you, my love."
"And someday soon I'm going to get another cassetteplayeg"
"You know, Adele,you're beautiful with short
John said.He smiled.
hair!"
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Camille was three yearsold. Shelived in a small town in France.
Her father worked far away in the city. Her mother worked in the
house.
One Saturday,Camille's mother fell down on the floor. Her eyes
were closed. She did not move. Camille's father was home. He
called the doctor on the telephone. The doctor came to help
Camille's mother. In a few days, she was well.
Then one day she fell down again. This time, Camille's father was
not home. There was only Camille. Shelooked at her mother on the
floor, and shewas afraid. Shestartedto cry. Then sherememberedthe
telephone. She went to the telephone. She did the same thing her
father did. Shepushed some numbers on the telephone.
A man answeredher call. He was Claude Armand, an engineer.
His office was in the city. He did not know Camille. At first, he did
not understand her.
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Camille said, "Mommt Mommy!"
"Where is your mother?" askedClaude Armand.
"She's lying down," said Camille. "She can't get up." Camille
started to cry.
Claude Armand wanted to help Camille. "Where do you live?"
he asked.
"Near my grandma," she answered.She didn't know her street
or her town. Shewas only three!
Then Claude Armand said to her, "Don't put down the
telephone.Talk to me some more. Tell me about your daddy. Where
is he?"
He askedher lots of questions.At the sametime, a friend in his
office called the telephone company. She told the telephone
company about Camille's mother. She said they needed Camille's
address.The telephone company told the police. The police told
the government in Paris.Then the government said okay to the
police. The police said okay to the telephone company. And the
telephone company told them Camille's address.
All this time, Camille talked with Claude Armand. Shetold him
about her house and her family. She told him about her
grandparents, her friends, and her little cat. They talked for 45
minutes!
Then the police were at Camille's house with a doctor. They
called to her and rang the doorbell. Camille said good-bye to
ClaudeArmand and went to open the door. Now she was not alone
anymore. Now her mother was okay.
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intheBackSeat?
What's
It was a cold day in Chicago. Laura Simon had no more milk in
her refrigerator. She put the baby in the car, and she drove to the
store. It was only ten minutes away.But in five minutes, the baby
was asleep.
Laura stopped in front of the store. She looked at the sleeping
baby. She did not want to wake him up. But she also did not want
him to get cold. There was a coat on the back seat.Sheput it over the
babv. Then she went into the store. The car kev was still in the car.
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ToddJenkins walked by. He sawthe key in Laura Simon'scar.He
was cold, and he did not want to walk. He got in the car and drove
away.
After five minutes, there was a noise in the car. What was that?
Todd drove some more. Then he stopped.There was something in
the car. He looked at the back seatand saw a coat. The noise came
from under the coat. He moved the coat, and there was a baby!
Todd looked at the baby. The baby looked at him and smiled.
"DaaDaa," said the baby.
"No, I'm not your daddy," said Todd. He got out of the car and
walked away.Then he looked back. The baby started to cry. Todd
went back to the car. The baby stopped crylng and smiled again.
"DaaDaa," he said again.
Todd got back in the car and drove some more. The baby was
happy. But after a few minutes, he started to cry again. "}@g;g3,d,!he said.
"What do you want?" askedTodd.
"Waawaa," said the baby.
"Are you hungry?" askedTodd.
The baby stopped crying.
"I don't have any milk," said Todd. "Now what can I do? He's
hungry!"
Todd looked at the baby. The baby looked at Todd.
"Waawaa!" said the baby again.
"Okay, okay," Todd said. He drove back to the store. Laura
Simon was there. A policeman and policewoman were there, too.
Todd Jenkins got out of the car. "I think your baby is hungry,"
he said to Laura Simon.
"My poor baby!" said Laura Simon, and she ran to the car.
"Never again!" said Todd
Jenkins to the police, and they took
him away.
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A DayTripto Mexico
Seattleis a city by the sea.There are lots of boats in Seattle.Some
of the boats are fishing boats. Some boats go to far places. Some
boats go to the SanJuan Islands near by.
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Anthony Brewerlived in Seattle.He was sixteen,and he wanted
to go away. It was the end of the school year, and it was hot.
Anthony's friends were on the SanJuan Islands. He wanted to go
there, too.
One morning, Anthony had an idea. He didn't tell his parents
about his idea. They were at work. He went down to the boats. He
wanted to buy a ticket for the SanJuanIslands.But he did not have
very much money. He walked by the boats. It was early, and there
were not many people. Then he walked onto a boat. There were
some large boxes on the boat. He got into a box and closedit.
There was a hole in the box. Anthony looked through the hole,
and he saw some men come onto the boat. Then the boat started
to move. Anthony saw the buildings of Seattle,and then he saw
only the sea.
It was a warm day. Anthony was happy in the box. The boat
moved up and down a little. Soon he was asleep.He slept for two
hours. Two hours! Why were they still at sea?The SanJuan Islands
were only an hour from Seattle.He looked out and saw only the sea
all around. He listened to the people on the boat, but he could not
understand them. Maybe this wasn't the boat for the San Juan
Islands!What boat was it? Where was it going?
Anthony didn't know what to do. He sat in the box all day.
Night came and it was very cold in the box. He had no warm
clothing, no food, and nothing to drink. Now he wanted to go
home!
The next morning, some men opened the box. They saw
Anthony, and they pulled him out. Anthony was afraid. But the
men smiled, and they gave him some food and some water.
"Where is the boat going?" he asked.
"To Mexico," they answered.
"Can you stop before that?" he asked."I have to go home!"
"No," they said. "We can't stop. But we can call your parents on
the radio."
Ten days later, Anthony was in Mexico. He went to the Mexican
police for help. They put him on a plane to Seattle.His parents
came to get him at the airport. The airplane ticket cost them $500,
but they were not angry. They were happy to seeAnthony again.
"I wanted to go awayi' said Anthony, "but not to Mexico! I only
wanted to go on a day trip."
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In 1942,Italy was at war. Antonio was a soldier in the Italian
army. He was in a small city in Tunisia. In this city, there was a
hotel. The manager of the hotel was Italian.
Antonio often went to the hotel. He was a friend of the manager
and his family. He liked to talk with them about Italy and about the
end of the war. The manager'sdaughter, Sabrina,was 19. She was
very beautiful. Antonio liked her very much and wanted to talk
with her, but she did not like to talk to soldiers.
So Antonio watched her and waited. Then, one day, she smiled
at him. He smiled at her, and they startedtalking. They talked and
talked. In a short time, they were in love, and they wanted to get
married. But her parents said, "You can't get married now because
there is war. You must wait."
Soon the war was closeto the city. One day, Antonio went to see
Sabrina.He was very sad. "I must leave tomorrow with the ztrrrf,"
he said. "The British army is going to be here soon."
Sabrinacried and cried. Antonio cried, too. He was at the hotel
with Sabrinaand her family all night. He went away with the first
light. Antonio and Sabrinastopped at the door for a last kiss.Then
he walked away.At the end of the street, he looked back. Sabrina
was still there at the door.
The war did not go well for the Italian army. The British army
took many Italian soldiers with them. Antonio was one of these
soldiers.The English sent him to India. He was there for four years.
Antonio sent many letters to Sabrina,but the letters all came
back to him. Where was Sabrina?Was she still alive?He did not get
any answersto his questions.
Then, in 1946,Antonio went back to ltaly. He went to work in
Milan. He got married, and soon he had two children. One day, in
1961,he was in Rome, and he saw Sabrinain a store. He went into
the store.
At first, shewas happy to seehim, but then she cried. They went
into a cafe and had some coffee. Sabrina now lived in Rome. She
was married and had three children. She was happy with her life.
"BlJt," she said, "I waited for many years.I waited for you."
It was time for Antonio to get his train back to Milan. They went
out into the street and said good-bye. Antonio went back to his
family in Milan, and Sabrina went back to her family in Rome.
Antonio never saw Sabrinaagain.
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Man'sBestFriend
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Rudy was a large, brown dog. He was from Hamburg, Germany,
but he was not at home very often. He was in a truck on the roads
of Europe.
Rudy did not drive the truck. His friend, Heinrich, was the
driver. Rudy and Heinrich often lived in the truck for many days.
They stopped at restaurantsfor their meals. They had beds on the
truck. On long drives, Heinrich did not want to fall asleep.So he
talked to Rudy and Rudy listened.
In Hamburg, they lived with Heinrich's sister,Elena. At home,
Heinrich and Rudy liked to sleep a lot. They also went for long
walks, or they went to see Heinrich's friends. Rudy always went
with Heinrich.
One evening, Rudy and Heinrich did not come home. In the
morning, Elena called Heinrich's friends. They did not know about
Heinrich. Then there was a noise at the door. Elena opened the
door, and there was Rudy. He was alone. He barked at her and
wanted her to go out with him. Elena called the police. After some
time, the police called her back. Heinrich was in the hospital. It was
his heart. He was very sick.
Elena went to the hospital to see her brother. His eyes were
closed, and he did not talk. The doctor said Heinrich was not in
danger anymore but was still very sick.
The next day, Heinrich opened his eyes.He asked about Rudy.
Poor Rudy. He was at home, waiting for Heinrich. He waited and
waited by the door. He did not want to get up, and he did not want
to eat. Elena called the animal doctor. The doctor looked at Rudy
and said, "This dog is not sick. He's sad."
Elena told Heinrich about Rudy. Heinrich said, "Give Rudy my
hat."
Elenawent home with the hat. Rudy put his nose to the hat. He
moved his tail. He ate some food and got up from the floor. But he
did not move away from the door. The next day he stopped eating
again.
Then Elenawent to Heinrich's doctor. Shetold him about Rudy.
"Carr I bring Rudy to the hospital?" she asked.
"No," said the doctor. "No dogs in the hospital." The doctor was
sorry for Rudy. He talked to some other doctors. In the end, they
said, "Okay. There'sa little room near the hospital door. Rudy can
meet Heinrich in that room."
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Elena went to the hospital with Rudy. He was very thin, and he
walked very slowly. But when he saw Heinrich, he iumped up and
barked and barked. Heinrich was on a bed. He smiled and talked to
Rudy. And after that, Rudy started to eat again. He started to run
and play again.

Story 8

Wolves
A ManandMany
Farley Mowat worked for the canadian government. The
government wanted to know more about wolves. Do wolves kill
lots of caribou (big animals)?Do they kill people?The government
told Farleyto learn about wolves.
They gavehim lots of food and clothes and guns. Then they put
him on a plane and took him to a far place. The plane put him
down and went away.There wefe no housesor people in this place.
But there were lots of animals-and lots of wolves.
Peopletell terrible storiesabout wolves. They say wolves like to
kill and eat people. Farley remembered these stories, and he was
afraid. He had his gun with him all the time.
Then one day, he saw a group of wolves. There was a mother
wolf with four baby wolves. A father wolf and another young wolf
lived with them.
Farley watched these wolves every day. The mother was a very
good mother. She gave milk to her babies. She gave them lessons
ibout life. They learned how to get food. The father wolf got food
for the mother. The young wolf played with the children. They
were a nice, happy family-a wolf family!
Farleydid not need his gun anymore. In a short time, he and the
wolf family were friends. Farleywatched them for five months. He
learned many new things about wolves. He learned that many
stories about wolves were not true. Wolves do not eat people, and
they do not eat many large animals.
What do they eat? Lots of small animals, Farley learned. For
example, they eat lots and lots of mice. Can a large animal live on
mice? Farleywanted to know. There was only one way to learn. He
was a large animal, too-a large man. He must try to live on mice!
So he did. He ate mice-and no other food-for two weeks.After
that, he did not want any more mice! But he was not thin, and he
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was not sick. Yes,a man can live on mice, so a wolf can, too. Now
he could answerthe government's questionsabout wolves.
In that far place, Farleydid not seemany people. But he learned
bad things about some men. Thesemen told terrible storiesabout
wolves. In the stories,wolves killed hundreds of caribou. But this
was not true. Farley learned that the men killed the caribou. They
also killed many wolves.
Farley Mowat never saw the wolf family again. But he wrote a
book about them. He wanted people to understand wolves and to
stop killing them.

Story 9
,r-

BenandJerry's

Ben Cohen and Jerry Greenfield were good friends in high
school. They came from Merrick, New York. After college, they
wanted to start a business.What kind of business?A food business,
of course. Ben and Jerry were different in many ways, but in one
way they were the same.They liked food!
One food they liked very much was ice cream. They wanted to
open an ice-creamshop. Where was a good place for an ice-cream
shop? They looked at many cities and towns. Then they went to
Burlington, Vermont. They liked the city a lot. It had lots of young
people, and it did not have any good ice-creamshops. There was
only one problem with Burlington. For four months of the year, it
was cold there. Did people buy ice cream on cold days?
On May 5,1978, Ben and Jerry opened their ice-creamshop. It
was a small shop, and it was not very beautiful. But the ice cream
was very good. Lots of people came to eat ice cream on opening
day. They came back again and again. There were always lots of
people in the shop. Ben andJerry worked very hard. One night after
work, Ben was very tired. He went to sleepon the ground in front
of the shop!
After a few months, Ben and Jerry went to the bank. They had
bad news. There were only a few dollars in their bank account.
"Why is that?" they asked."After all those months of hard work!"
Then they started to learn about business.They learned about
costs and expenses.And they learned about marketing and sales.
They startedto have big ice-creamparties.They gave free ice cream
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on some days. Peoplein other cities learned about Ben and Jerry's,
and they came a long way to eat the ice cream.
Ben and Jerry made more ice cream, and they started selling it
to storesand restaurants.First, they went to storesand restaurants
in Vermont. Then they started selling their ice cream to stores
acrossthe United States.By 1988, they were selling ice cream all
over the United States.A few yearslater, people could alsobuy their
ice cream in Canada,Great Britain, Russia,and Israel.
Why do people buy Ben and Jerry'sice cream?First of all, it is
very, very good ice cream. It is made with good Vermont milk, and
it doesnot have any chemicalsin it. Peoplealsobuy Ben andJerry's
ice cream becausethey like the company. It is now a very big
company,but Ben andJerry are not just big businessmen.They also
want to help people in many different ways. They give work to lots
of poor people.And every year,the company gives away 7.5 percent
of their money. They give money to help children and sick people
in the United Statesand in other countries.
L-
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a Book-or0oto Jail!
Read

Stan Rosenlived in New Bedford, Massachusetts.He stole cars
and bicycles from people. One day, the police saw him and sent
him to jail. The next year, Stan was out of iail. He told some people
his name was Jim Rosen.He got money from them for a business.
Then he ran away with the money. The police got him again and
sent him to jail. The year after that, Stan was home again. One
night, he stole some money from a store, and again, the police got
him. But this time, they sent him to Judge Kane.
"Do you want to go to
iail again?Or do
Judge Kane askedStan,
you want to read books?"
Stan did not understand.
"yorJcan decide.You can read books
"This time," saidthe
iudge,
with ProfessorWaxler at the New Bedford high school. Or you can
go to iail."
Stan was 27 yearsold. He did not have a high school degree.He
did not often read books, and he did not like reading! But he did
not want to go to jail again. So he decided to read books in
ProfessorWaxler'sclass.
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"You must go to every class,"said
"And you must
Judge Kane.
read all the books."
One evening, Stan went to the first class.There were ten men in
the class,and all of the men were sent by Judge Kane. In the first
class,they read a short story.
ProfessorWaxler asked,"What did you think about it?"
The men said nothing. They did not know how to talk about
stories.Stan wanted to answer the question, but he was afraid to
talk. He did not want the other men to hear him.
"Did you like the story?" ProfessorWaxler askedhim.
"Nor" said Stan.
"Why not?" askedProfessorWaxler.
"Becausethe end was happy, but life is not happy," said Stan.
"That's not true," said another man. "Life is happy
for some
people."
Then other men started talking about the story and about life.
They talked for two hours. ProfessorWaxler told them to read a
book for the next class.It was a book about a young man with
many problems.
Again, ProfessorWaxler asked,"What did you think?"
This time the men were not afraid to answer.They had lots of
ideasabout the book, and they talked a lot about their lives.
'1,2
For
weeks,Stan read books and talked about them. Then he
had to decide again: go to classor go to jail. He decided to go to
classagain.
After that, Stan took evening classesat the high school. He went
to work in the daytime. The next year, he started evening classesat
the university. Now Stan is a good student-and a good man. No
more police or iail in Stan'slife! Thanks toJudge Kane and Professor
Waxler-and some books.
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Manuel lived in a village in Spain called Santa Maria. It was a
small village in the mountains. At 15, Manuel started working on
the Spanish trains. Every Monday morning, he went by train down
to the city. He came back home again on Friday evening. He worked
for long hours, and he worked hard.
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When he was 24, he married Maria. She was from the next
village. They had two daughters,Sofiaand Lucinda. Manuel did not
seehis family very much. He was away for five days a week. But he
had a good job, and that was important.
Santa Maria was a poor village. Many men there did not have
good jobs. They worked only a few months every year. Their
families did not have money for meat or coffee. Their children did
not have good coats or shoes.But Manuel's daughters always had
good coats and shoes.The family had meat, coffee,and other good
things to eat. On Sundays,Sofia and Lucinda had ice cream after
dinner.
But not all Manuel's money went to his family. Every month, he
put a little money in the bank. He did not tell Maria about this.
"A little money in the bank is important," he thought. "But
money can be a bad thing. People can get angry and fight about
moner I'm not going to tell my wife and daughters about this
money. Not now. Someday I can tell them, and we can do
something special.We can all go stay in a hotel by the sea."
Year after yeaq Manuel put a little money in the bank. His
daughtersgot married and moved to the city. Sofiamarried Ruiz, and
they had two children, a girl and a boy. Lucinda married Carlos, and
they had a girl. On weekends,Sofia and Lucinda often went back to
the village with their children. The children liked the village, and
they loved Manuel and Maria. They played in the garden with the
dog and the cat. They went with Manuel in the mountains to get
flowers and fruit. Maria cooked big meals for them and made them
warm clothes.
When Manuel was 65, he stopped working. Now he did not go
to the city every week. He stayed in the village with his wife. He
worked in the garden, and he took care of his fruit trees. He walked
a lot in the mountains, and sometimes he sat with his friends in the
cafe.They drank coffee, talked, and played cards. He still got money
every month from the government, and he still put a little money
in the bank.
"Soon I can tell Maria and the girls about my money," he
thought. "And next summer we can all go to the seaside."
But Manuel and Maria alwayshad lots of things to do. Therewas
the house and the garden, the dog and the cat, and the
grandchildren. They went to school in the city now. But sometimes
ihey were sick, and sometimes there was no school. Then they
stayedwith Manuel and Maria.
One day, Manuel's wife did not feel very well. Shewent to bed,
and Manuel called the doctor. The doctor said it was nothing. But
after a week, she still did not feel well. The doctor sent her to the
hospital in the city. The hospital doctors did some tests.They told
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the family she was very sick. Manuel, Lucinda, and Sofia stayed
with her night and day in the hospital. A month went by and Maria
did not get better. The doctors then said she was going to die.
Sofia and Lucinda drove her home to the village. She lived for
a few more weeks. Manuel stayed with her all the time. The
daughters came often. And then, one day, she said good-bye to
Manuel and she died.
Lucinda and Sofia stayed with Manuel for a week after that.
They put away all Maria's clothes and things. They cleaned the
house and cooked. Then they went back to the city, back to their
families and their jobs.
Now Manuel was alone. Some women in the village said, "We
can help you in the house. We can make dinner for you and wash
your clothes. You do not have to pay us very much."
Manuel said no, he did not want help. He did not want other
women in his house. He also did not want to pay thesewomen. He
had money in the bank, but it was not for the village women.
Some years went by. Manuel learned how to cook and how to
wash his clothes. His house was always clean, and his garden was
full of fruit and vegetables.Now his grandchildren did not come
very often because they had to study on the weekends. His
daughterssaid, "Why don't you come live in the city with us?"
But Manuel did not want to leave his home. Now he did not
even want to go to the seaside.He did not want to go awaywithout
Maria. He was 77 yearc old. On some days, he felt very old and
tired. Then he liked to sit in his gardenwith his cat and his dog. Of
course, these were not the same cat and dog. They were the first
cat's and dog's children's children!
One day, Manuel looked at the cat and the dog. Now they were
old, too. The dog never barked, and the cat never ran after mice.
"We are all old noq" Manuel said to them. "We are all going to die
before long. Then who is going to have my money? I don't want
the bank to have it! I must go and get it."
So, one morning, Manuel went to the bank. He askedfor all his
money. The bank manager came and talked to Manuel. He said,
"What areyou going to do with this money? You have
$30,000.You
can't walk home with $30,000!"
Manuel said, "It's my money. I can do what I want." He put the
money in a bag and went home. At home, he put the money under
his bed. He did not want people to find it. But that night he did not
sleepwell. When the cat cameinto his room, he said,"Who's that?"
and iumped out of bed.
"This is no good," he said. "I can't live with all this money in
my house."
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In the morning, he went out to the garden. He made a big hole
under a plum tree. He put the bag of money in the hole. He put dirt
back in ihe hole, and he put grasson top. Every day, he looked at
that place under the plum tree. He often thought about the money,
and he thought about his daughters and grandchildren. But the
money stayed under the plum tree, becausethere was a problem.
Manuel couldn't decide about the money. He had $30,000,and he
had two daughters. He could give $15,000 to each daughter. But
Sofia had two children and Lucinda had only one. So that was not
good. He could give money only to the grandchildren. He could
gin. them $10,000 each. But that meant no money for his
daughters.He couldn't do that!
The winter went by. Spring came and there were lots of flowers on
the plum tree. Manuel still couldn't decide about his money. Summer
cami and Manuel's garden was fulI of fruit and vegetables.But the
plum tree had very few plums and those plums were not sweet.
"lthink the tree is telling me something," said Manuel' "Money
must not stay in a hole in the ground."
"Pleasecome this weekend," he
He telephoned his daughters.
said. "I have something important to tell yor7."
Sofia and Lucinda came on Friday evening with their families.
Sofia,sgirl, Yolanda, was now 20 years old and Pablo was 17.
Lucindi,s girl, Julia, was 18.Yolanda was a university student. She
wanted to be a doctor. Pablo and Julia were high school students.
Pablo wanted to be a writer and Julia wanted to be a
policewoman.
At dinner that evening, Manuel said nothing about the money.
Lucinda looked at Sofia,and Sofialooked at her father. They talked
about the city and the government. They talked about the village
and the garden. Yolanda, Pablo, and Julia went for a walk around
the village. "What is he going to tell us?" they asked.But Manuel
told them nothing that evening, and they all went to bed.
"Now it is day' Now
At breakfastthe next morning, Manuel said,
I am ready.Come with me to the garden."
"l
Manuel went to the plum tree and stopped. am getting old,"
he said. "l'm going to die before long. I want to give you
something."
"oh,
He took the grassawayfrom the hole. He took out the dirt.
no!" he cried.
"What is it?" askedhis daughters.
"Look!" he said. "Look at that hole. It's empty!" Manuel sat
"Who took it?" he cried. "Who took it?"
down on the grass.
"Who took what?" askedSofia and Lucinda.
"Mv monev!" said Manuel.
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"Your money?!" they asked. ,,Why
did you put money in the
r4o ground? Money must stay in the bank!,,
"I didn't want them to have
my money. It was my money,,,said
"I
Manuel. wanted to give it to you.,,
"How much was it?" asked
Sofia.
"$30,000,"saidManuel.
"$30,000!" said Sofiaand Lucinda. "You
put all that money in a
hole in the ground!"
Poor Manuel. He sat on the ground with his head in his hands.
"We must go to the police!"
said Ruiz.
"Yes,we must tell them," said
Carlos. ,,Maybethey can find the
150
thief."
So Ruiz, Carlos, Sofia, and Lucinda ran to the police. yolanda,
Pablo, and Julia stayedwith Manuel in the garden.Julia looked in
the hole. She put her hands in and pulled out some very small
piecesof paper.
"Look!" she said. "Look at
155
these."
"Piecesof money!" said Pablo.
"Why in little pieces?"asked
Yolanda. ,,What kind of thief does
th.at?"
"I think there were many
thieves," said
"Why do you say that?" askedpablo. Julia.
160
"There were many small
thieves,',saidJulia.
"Children!" said Yolanda. "That's
terrible! Village children!,,
"No, not children," saidJulia. "Yety,
very small thieves. They ate
the money."
"What do you mean?" asked
Pablo.
"Look in the hole," said
"Do you see those
little black
Julia.
things? What makeslittle black things? What eatspaper?,,
"Mice!!!" said Pabloand Yolanda.
"Yes,mice," said
Julia.
170
Manuel looked up.
"It's true," he said. "There
are lots of mice. The cat is old and she
doesn't run after them now."
Manuel looked at Yolanda,Pablo,and Julia. ,,I,m very sorry,,,he
said. "I wanted to give you that money. I wanted to send you to the
175
seaside.I wanted . . ." He stopped.
The cat came out and sat down near Manuel. she was brack and
white and very fat.
"Where were you?" said
,,Why weren,t you out
Julia to the cat.
here at work?"
"Miao!" said the cat.
180
"Were you asleepin the house?"
askedJulia.
"Miao," said the cat.
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"$30,000!
Then Pablo startedto laugh. "Think about it," he said.
Thosemice ate $30,000!"
Yolanda and Julia also startedto laugh.
"What are the police going to do?" said Pablo. "Take the mice
to iail?"
Yolanda,Pablo, and Julia laughed more and more. They fell on
the ground laughing. Manuel looked at them.
He thought, "How can they laugh? That was yearsof work, that
money."
He listened to his grandchildren, still laughing and talking. And
then he thought, "Maybe they're right. Why cty? | can't get the
money back now."
And he smiled sadly at the cat.
L-
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Reading Books
f ot Pleasure

Now you are ready to read a book! What can you tell about this
book?
What is a spy?
Who is Simon?
Is this a sad story or a happy one?
.:
g
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Learning More New Words from Your Pleasure Reading Book
After you read,write the new words in your notebook. (Seepage 103.)
Write the word and write the sentence(or sentences)around the
word. Next write the meaning (in English or your language).Then
check the meaning with your teacheror in the dictionary.
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Example:

SirnonSimpleis at the station.He is goingon a train.
Therearepolicemenat the station,Thereare
policemencx the trains.They areall working very hard.
"Why are the policehere?"Simonasksa man""Look,"
the man says,Sinronlooks at the nran'snewspaper.
'lle's
'[]o
u spy! l;intl
";*oukn<;wthis man?'he reads.
hirn! Stoxthim! Catchhim!'
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a. New word:

station

b. Sentences:

Heis
NIhe sNatrion.

on a lrain,
c. Meanins:
a zlacelo aetron a brain
d. Check the meaning with your teacheror in the dictionary. Is it
correct? yeo
Looking for a Pleasure Reading Book
Now you can look for a book to read. It must be interesting to you! It
must not be very easyfor you, and it must not be very difficult.
How to find the right book for you:
L. Look at the front and the back of the book.
2. Readthe title (name) of the book. What is it about? Is it interesting?
3. Readthe first page.
How many words are new for you?
no new words -+ This book may be too easyfor you.
1-5 new words -+ This book is right for you.
6 or more new words -* This book is difficult for vou.
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T a l k i n ga b o u t P l e a s u r eR e a d i n gB o o k s
After you read a book, talk about it. Talk to your friends and to your
teacher.Here are some questionsto ask and answerabout books:
What is the book about?
Who is the author (writer)?
Who is in the story?
Where are they?
Do you like this book? Why or why not?

P l e a s u r eR e a d i n gB o o k L i s t
:-

Make a list of your pleasurereadlng books here. Whenyou write the titte
of a book, put a line under it.

1. Title
Author
Number of pages

Date begun _

Date finished

2. Title
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Author

Number of pages

Date begun _

Date finished

Date begun _

Date finished

Date begun _

Date finished

Date begun _

Date finished

3. Title
Author
Number of pages
4. Title
Author
Number of pages
5. Title
Author
Number of pages

W r i t i n g a b o u t P l e a s u r eR e a d i n gB o o k s
You can write about a book in a letter. Here is a letter about Simon
and the Spy.
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Dear Maria ,
I iust read a book. I want to tell you about it. The book's title is

. The author'snameis Elizabeth Laird .
This book is about

The story is

r

gimonand1amantha
andhowIhey

. The book is

eagy

to read.

lika thisbook very mt'ch because llikelhe

ending . I think you should read iN
Your friend,

Wane
>

Nowyou write a letter about your pleasure reading book.

Dear

www.IELTS4U.blogfa.com
I just read a book. I want to tell you about it. The book's title is

The author's name is
This book is about

The storv is
The book is
I

to read.
this book

because

I think vou

Your friend,

3'

Pleasure Readlng

P l e a s u r eR e a d i n gR e p o r t
piece of paper. Thengiive lt to your teacher.

Title of book:
Name of author:
How many pagesin the book?
What is this book about?

Is this book true?

Is it easvto read?

Do you like this book?

why?

Is this a good book for a friend to read?

why?
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Scanning fot
Key Wotds

What is scanning?It is a way to read very fast. You do not read all
the words. You read only the words you are looking for.
In these exercisesyou learn to find words quickly. Then you can
read quickly. Circle the key word every time you seeit in the line.
Example:
Key words
1. read

real

2. three

tree

reel

@
there @

raid

@

these

trees
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Circle the key word every time you see it in the tine. Work quickty.

Key words

42

f . into

onto

unto

into

intro

into

2. been

been

bean

born

been

barn

3. back

black

bark

back

bank

book

4. must

much

must

mist

mush

muse

5. then

them

then

ten

than

then

6. way

way

why

wax

way

wry

7. out

our

cut

oust

own

out

8. all

ail

all

awl

owe

alm

9. with

witch

with

wish

will

wilt

10. over

ever

aver

over

our

ovet

C o m p r e h e n s i o nS k i l l s

\-

Circle the key word every time you see it in the line. Work quickly.

Key words
1. they

thy

they

then

them

they

2. what

what

when

white

what

whit

3. down

dawn

darn

done

dean

down

4. rnay

my

may

many

way

marry

5. time

twine

tine

flrrn

time

time

6. would

want

would

walked

should

world

7. you

you

yes

yon

you

yore

8. also

alas

alto

also

ails

also

9. much

must

mast

mush

much

munch
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10. after

alter

alter

after

otter

afar

Ex rcise 3

>

Circle the key word every time you see it in the line. Work quickly'

Key words
1. before

baffle

belief

befriend

before

belfry

2. which

witch

which

winch

whisk

which

3. was

watt

war

was

wan

wan

4. ate

art

arc

air

ago

are

5. were

were

wear

were

ware

wore

6. about

abound

abuse

about

abut

about

7. there

there

their

these

theme

three

8. new

now

net

non

new

not

(continuedon nextpage)
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9. our

out

our

own

our

oar

L0. any

ant

nay

awry

and

any

ise 4
>

Circle the key word every time you see it in the line. Work quickly.

Key words
t. will

wilt

wall

with

will

wild

2. made

made

made

make

maid

mode

3. their

there

these

three

their

thine

4. years

yours

years

yarns

years

yards

5. did

did

die

dill

dud

dad

6. him

hum

him

him

ham

hun

7. most

moat

must

mast

mouth

most
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8. could

cold

culled

could

called

could

9. your

year

your

your

yarn

yore

thought

though

threw

through

tough

10. through

\-

Circle the Rey word every time you see it in the line. Work quickly.

Key words

44

1. can

car

cad

con

can

can

2. two

tow

too

to

two

too

3. have

hare

hove

have

hive

have

4. from

from

form

from

farm

firm

5. not

not

net

nut

mat

met

6. had

hid

had

has

has

had

7. tnote

more

mare

mere

more

mire

GomprehenslonSkllls

8. some

sons

soon

some

soar

soon

9. these

these

three

there

their

those

L0. where

were

where

when

where

whose

L1. for

far

fir

fur

four

for

1,2.way

why

way

wag

way

war

13. well

wall

wall

well

will

welt

14. only

any

ugly

angle

only

onto

1-5.other

antler

other

otter

odder

udder

1,6.first

forth

fist

first

first

forest

17. such

sick

such

sock

much

such

18. said

said

sail

sad

said

sale
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Ctrcle the key word every tlme you see lt in the line, Work quickly.

Key words
L. into

onto

unto

into

intro

into

2. been

been

bean

born

bane

been

3. back

black

bark

back

back

book

4. must

much

must

mist

must

muse

5. then

them

then

then

than

then

6. way

way

why

wax

way

wry

7. also

alas

alto

also

ails

also

8. much

mulch

mast

mush

munch

much

9. after

alter

altar

afat

otter

after

L0. before

baffle

belief

before

bereft

bored
(continuedon next page)
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11. down

dawn

darn

done

down

dean

12. which

witch

which

winch

whisk

which

13. was

watt

war

was

wan

wan

14. arc

art

arc

air

ago

are

1-5.were

wefe

wear

ware

wore

were

16. about

abound

abuse

about

abut

about

17. our

out

our

own

our

oar

18. any

ant

nay

awry

and

any

ercrs
\-

circle the key word every fime you see it in the fine. work quickty.

Key words
1. have

hare

2. fuom

from

form

farm

firm

from

3. not

not

net

nut

mat

met

4. their

there

these

three

their

there

5. more

more

mare

mere

more

mire

6. some

sons

soon

some

soar

soon

7. these

these

three

there

their

those

8. where

were

where

when

where

whose

9. time

twine

tine

turn

time

time

10. would

want

would

could

should

world

1 1 . yo u

you

yes

yon

you

yore

12. also

alas

alto

also

ails

also

13. much

must

mast

mush

much

munch

14. aftter

alter

altar

af.ar

otter

after

hove

have

hive

have
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1,5.from

from

form

farm

firm

from

16. not

not

net

nut

mat

met

17. had,

hid

hub

has

hat

had

18. more

more

mafe

mere

more

mire

Exercise
\-

Circle the key word every time you see it in the line. Work quickly.

Key words
1,.always

away

aways

always

asleep

always

2. close

clothes

close

class

clock

class

3. fast

fast

food

fist

fast

first

4. grass

gram

grass

gtay

green

grass

5. head

hear

help

hair

here

head
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6. letter

lesson

light

listen

letter

liter

7. month

many

month

mouth

money

moming

8. near

never

name

north

near

nose

9. oil

old

our

oil

one

all

L0. over

oven

out

over

open

over

L1. ship

self

she

shape

ship

sits

L2. says

said

says

saying

sails

self

1-3.read

raid

red

ready

read

rain

14. speak

spoon

sleep

asleep

speak

street

15. talk

tall

tell

taxi

take

talk

16. their

there

them

their

then

their

17. thanks

thinks

thanks

thank

think

tanks

L8. story

stony

store

story

stop

store
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Scanning for.
lnfotmation

Readersoften scan for information. They do not read all the
words. They read only the words they need. You can learn to scan
for information in these exercises.Work quickly. Remember-you
do not have to read all the words!
Exercise I
Here is a newspaperad for some pop music concerts.
\-

A. Scan the ad and answer the questions.Work quickly.
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L. Can you seeJimmy Buffet in July?

2. When can you seeMeatloaf?

3. Which concert can you hear on August 26?
4. How many concerts are in July?
5. Who is the star on JuIy 29?
6. What time is the Lynyrd Skynyrd concert?
7. How much are the tickets for JamesThylor?
8. When can you seeRod Stewart?
:-

B. Talk aboutthe adswlth anotherstudent.
1. Do you like music? What kind?
2.Do you know any of the starsin this ad? Which ones?
3. Which star do vou like? Whv?
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Exercise
Theseclassifiedads are not for storesor companies.Peopleput
classifiedads in the newspaper.There are many things to buy and
sell in these ads. Someads are about something lost or found.
Other ads tell about classes.
>

A. Scanthe adsand answerthe questions.Workquickly'
1. How manv bicvclesare for sale?
2. What is the price of the 2L" TV and VCR?
3. How many dogs were found?
4. Were any cats found?
5. Where was the cameralost?
6. What is the price of English lessonsin your home?
7. What is the telephone number for Chinese lessons?
8. When does the new classfor singing lessonsbegin?
9. How much is the reward for the lost keys?

www.IELTS4U.blogfa.com
10. Where was the piano made?

B, Talk aboutthe ads with anotherstudent'
1. Are any of these ads interesting to you? Why?
2. Look at the "Lost and Found" ads. There are two ads about cats.
What do you think?
3. Can you give lessonsin a language?Or a sport? Or music?
Tell what you can do.
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Classified Ads
Bed.$150.Like new.
223-3222
Tableand4 chairs.
Beautiful,old. $700.
342-9982
Bicycle. 1 year old.2I

s7s.663-9280

Lost. Keys on ring. Near
High St. $25. reward. Call

32r-r2r2.

Lost: Black and white cat.
2 years old. Near Green St.
Pleasecall939-9310.
Lost. Sunglassesin red
case.Near School St.
Reward.773-7219

Learn to sing. New class
begins in June. Five studentsin a class.Ten weeks,
$75. Call today! 525-0800
Math lessons.Tutor can
help you! $15/hour.Call
566-7878.

English lessonsin your
home. Very good teacher.
Found. Black and white cat. $21lhour.793-7287
Piano. Made in Germany.
Learn to speak Chinese.
Like new. $3,000.663-2929 Green St. at City Park.
Hong Kong teacher.
794-4582
2I" TV and VCR. 2 years
$25ftrour. 356-4678
Found. Big black dog.
old. Must sell now. $350.
Small ears. Short hair. Near Piano lessons.Teacherfrom
769-5055
Russia.Call todav. 894-0759
Flower 5t.393-1974

Bicycle. Men's. Good for
hills. $90. 641-2398

www.IELTS4U.blogfa.com
Lost. Near University Rd.
Camera in brown case.
Need for my job. Reward.
Pleasecall723-29O1.

English classesfor
beginners. Six studentsin
a class.736-2984
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Exercise3
Newspapersoften have large ads for supermarkets.
\-

A. Scanthls supermarketad and answerthe questions.Workquickly.
1. How much is the Oriental soup mix?
2. Can you find any cat food 7
3. What kind of fruit drink is on sale?
4. How much is the cough syrup?
5. How many ounces (oz.) is the ketchup?
6. Can you find any milk?
7. What is there for babies?
8. How many things cost a dollar or more?
9. How manv drinks are there?
10. How manv ice-creambars are in a box?
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B. Talk aboutthe ad with anotherstudent.

1. You are going to this supermarket.Which things do you want
to buy? Why?

2. Can you find these things in other countries?
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Here is the table of contents of the book Making BusinessDecisions.
What can you learn about this book?
\-

A, Scanthe table of contenb and answerthe questions,Wotkquickly.
1".How many units are there?

10

2. Which units are about food companies?
3. Which unit is about the clothing business?
4. Which company makes ice cream?
5. On what page does the unit about supermarketsbegin?
6. Which units have a writing exerciseabout "businessletters?"

7. Which units are about international businessor trade?

8. Which unit is about new products?
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\-

B. TalRaboutthe contentsof this book wlth anotherstudent.

1. Do you know the companiesin the units? Which ones?
2. Is this an interesting book? Why or why not?
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Making lnfetences

What is an inference?It's a way of guessing.When you make an
inference,you have some information and you guessmore things
from that information.
You often make inferencesin your life. You can make
inferenceson the bus, for example. You hear two people talking.
You do not know what they are talking about. But after you listen
a little, you can guesswhat they are talking about.
Making inferencesis important when you read. It can often
help you understand what you are reading. Good readers,in fact,
make inferencesall the time. In these exercises,you can learn to
make inferences.
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Example:

:-
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Lookat the pictureandanswerthe questions,Youmustmake inferences
from the picture! Workwith anotherstudent.
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1".Wherearethesepeople?

in an air?lane

2. What aretheir jobs? TheY're
3. What are they doing?

Io Xhewoman.
4. What are they saying? The

?hoIoof my family."
--

Make inferences from this picture and answer the questions. Work with
another student.
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1. Where are these people?

2.What are their jobs?

3. What are they doing?

4. What are they saying?

Talk to some other students. Do they have the same answers?
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:-

Make inferencesfrom this picture and answer the questions.Work with
another student.

1. Where are thesepeople?
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2.What are their iobs?

3. What are they doing?

4. What are they saying?

Talk to someother students, Do they have the sameanswers?

\-

Hereare someriddlesabout food. In riddlesyou mustmake inferences.
Canyou answerthe questions?
1. It's brown.
You can drink it.
You can put milk or sugarin it.
It isn't tea.
What is it?
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2. First it's red.
After you cook it, it's brown.
What is it?
3. It's orange.
It's often long and thin.
Sometimesvou cook it and sometimesvou don't.
What is it?
4. It's white.
It's sweet.
You can put it in coffee or tea.
You often put it in cakes.
What is it?
5 . It's white.
It's not sweet.
You can put it on meat or vegetables.
You don't put it in coffee.
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What is it?

6. It's white or brown.
You can make sandwicheswith it.
You can put butter on it.
You can eat it alone.
What is it?
7.It can be red, green, or yellow.
It comesfrom a tree.
You can eat it anytime.
You can cook it, too.
What is it?

8. It's white.
You must cook it.
You can put butter on it.
You can eat it with meat or vegetables.
What is it?
Talk to another student. Do you have the same answers?
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Hereare someriddlesabout places.Canyou answerthe questions?
L. It's a building.
It's for children.
Some adults are there, too.
The children are studying.
The adults are teaching.
What is it?
2. lt's in a building.
There are lots of tables.
Somepeople are eating.
Somepeople are cooking.
Somepeople are bringing food to the tables.
What is it?
3. It's not in a building.
It has trees and it sometimeshas flowers.
Children like to play there.
Dogs like to run there.
Peoplelike to sit there.
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What is it?
4 . It's in a building.
Peoplesit and work there.
Other people stand and wait.
Some want to get money.
Some want to give money.
What is it?
5 . It's outside in the vard.
It's small.
It has a door but no windows.
Something lives there.
Cats do not like to go near it.
What is it?
Talk to another student. Do you have the same answers?
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Here are some riddles ahout jobs. Can you answerthe questions?

1. He seeslots of children.
Somechildren are sick.
He helps them get well.
He listens to the mothers and fathers.
He tells them what to do.
What is his iob?

2. Sometimesshe sits at a desk.
Sometimesshe walks through the store.
She answerssome people'squestions.
She helps other people at work.
Shewants lots of people in the store.
What is her iob?
3. He works in a tall building.
His office is on top.
He has meetings in restaurants.
He makestelephone calls in his car.
He has an airplane, too.
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What is his fob?
4. She goesto different placesaround the world.
Sometimesthere are wars. Sometimespeople are dying.
She talks to the people in these places.
Then she tells their storiesto the people at home.
Many people watch her in the evening.
What is her job?
5. She sits down all day.
But she moves around the city.
She goesto the sameplacesevery day.
She seesmany different people.
They pay to go with her.
What is her iob?
Tatk to another student. Do you have the same answers?
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rcrse
\-

Make inferencesfrom this part of a story. Readand answerthe questions.
The sun is going down. jonas cannot find the road. He
listens to the river and stays near it.
What is that? Jonas hears something. He listens. A man is
near. A man is calling. A man wants help!
"Where are you?"
Jonas calls.
"Here! Come here! Help me!" the man answers.
"Harryl" he says."What are
Jonas looks behind a big stone.
you doing here?"
"I'm running from Bernie and Peter"Harry says."But my leg
is bad. I can't go on. Bernie and Peteare looking for me. They're
angry. There isn't any gold in this river."
"But you . . . in the bar . . ."
"What?"
Jonas says.
"It's not in the waterr" Harry says. "It's here. Look." He
brings out the bags of gold.
L. Where are these people?
Z.What is Harry doing?
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3. Why are Bernie and Pete angry?
4. What did Harrv sav in the bar?

Talk to another student. Do you have the same answers?

\-

Make inferencesfrom this part of the story, Readand answerthe questlons.
Four days later, Jenny and Blue Sky are making the beds.
Suddenly they hear something. Two men are shouting. Jenny
looks out of the window. She can seeJack Crane and her father
in front of the farmhouse. Jack Ctane's face is very red.
uDo it!" he shouts.
"No, I'm not going to," Sam shouts back. "It's Sunday and I
don't work on Sundays.Youdo it!"
Jenny runs downstairs and out of the house. There is a strong
wind and it is raining.
"What's happening?" she asksher father.
"We're leaving in the morning," Sam answers.He is walking
very fast. Jenny looks at him.
"But . . . how are we going to eat?We don't have any money."
Sam does not answer.His evesare cold and hard.
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L. Where are these people?
2. What doesJack Crane want?
3. Why are Sam'seyescold and hard?

4. What doesJenny think?

Talk to another student. Do you have the same answers?

-

Make inferencesfrom this part of a story. Readand answerthe questions.
Leaping Larry says,"We want to seethe island."
"All right," saysDuncan. "We can go in my boat."
Duncan, Latry, and Roxanne get into Duncan's boat. Jock
jumps in, too. Roxanne is carrying Bobo.
Duncan takes them around the island. The sun is shining
and it's a beautiful day. But Roxanne isn't happy.
"What do you do all day?" she asksDuncan.
"Well," says Duncan, "I go for walks and I fish. And
sometimesI go swimming."
"Is that all?" Roxanne asks.
"Well," saysDuncan, "I'm also writing a book."
"A book!" saysRoxanne. "What abottt?"
"About Lafla," saysDuncan.
"Otr/' saysRoxanne. "That isn't very exciting."
"Listen, honey," says Lany. "We can make the island
exciting. We can have pop concerts here. It's just fine for
concerts.Hundreds of people can come!"
Duncan looks at Jock.Jock looks at Duncan.
"Pop concerts!"theY think. "Oh, no!"
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1 . Where are these people?
2. Where does Duncan live?
3 . Does Lany like the island? Why or why not?
4. What does Duncan think?

falk to another student. Do you have the same answers?
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Looking for Topics

What is a "topic"? A topic tells what something is about.
Good readersalwayslook for the topic when they read. Then
they can understand and remember what they read.
There are two kinds of topics. One kind of topic is the name of
a group of things. Another kind of topic is the ni-. of a thing
with many parts.

TopicsThat Are Namesof Groups
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e r crs e

>

What is the topic of these pictures?

ffi
L.Topic: birds
64
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G

a

2. Topic:
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3. Topic:
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Exercise 2
\-

Hnd the topic word ln each group of words and circle it. Then write the
topic on the llne. Work with another student.

color

1. Topic:
red

yellow

blue

orange

brown @

music

rock

country

classical

2. Topic:
pop

iazz

3. Topic:
animals

dogs

horses

pigs

elephants

4. Topic:
brother

father

grandfather

uncle

5. Topic:
apple

banana

orange

fruit

pear

mango

6. Topic:
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mornmg

night

times of dav

evening

afternoon

7. Topic:
walks

talks

sleeps

builds

verbs

begins

8. Topic:
shirts

clothes

dresses

pants

coats

socks

9. Topic:
hotels

hospitals

banks

schools buildings

theaters

10.Topic:
Japan
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Brazil

China

France

Korea

countries
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)>

Find the topic word in eachgroup of words and circle it. Then write it on the
Iine. Work with another student.

L. Topic:
meals

supper

dinner

breakfast

snack

lunch

2. Topic:
mother

women

sister

aunt

daughter

girlfriend

3. Topic:
newspapers

magazines

books

reading material

letters

4. Topic:
drinks

orange lulce

coffee

soda

water

tea

5. Topic:
jobs

taxi driver

doctor

teacher

lawyer

singer

6. Topic:
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table

sofa

chair

furniture

bed

desk

7. Topic:
bus

car

plane

transportation

taxi

train

8. Topic:
fork

spoon

knife

cup

tableware

bowl

sports

tennis

baseball

9. Topic:
basketball

football

L0. Topic:
dining room

restaurant

coffee shop

cafe

eating places
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TopicsThat Name Things with Many Parts

>

Thesethings are all part of something,What is it?

1. Tooic: Com?Utrer
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2. Topic:

K
3. Topic:
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Exercise5
:-

Find the tople word in each group of words and circle it, Then write it on
the line. Work wlth another student.

L. Topic:
husband

family

daughter

cousin

wife

2. Topic:
trees

grass birds

flowers

garden

bushes

3. Topic:
arms

legs

body

head

feet

teacher

pens

paper

neck

4. Topic:
students

books

classroom

5. Topic:
nose

head

mouth

eyes

hair

ears
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6. Topic:

wheels

doors

windows

seats

car

engine

7. Topic
minute

second

hour

day

time

week

stairs

windows

8. Topic
building

roof

walls

doors

9. Topic:
apartment bedroom living room

kitchen

bathroom

hall

10. Topic:
desk

computer

bookcase

office

chair

telephone

6E
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M o r e P r a c t i c ew i t h T o p i c s
In exercises6-L0, you can find both kinds of topics: Sometopics
are names of a group. Other topics are parts of something.

--

Hnd a topic for each lroup of words. Write it on the line.
Topics

people who work with money

people who work outside

people who work with people

people who work with their
hands

people who work in
government

people who work in a hospital

people who often work at night

people who make music

1. Topic:
mayor

president governor prime minister

commissioner

2. Topic:
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taxi driver

doctor

baker police officer

telephone operator

3. Topic:
doctor

orderlv

nurse

technician

surgeon

4. Topic:
pianist

cellist

violinist

trumpeter

soprano

5. Topic:
teacher

doctor

nurse

lawlter

professor

6. Topic:
artist

gardener

cook

nurse

pianist

surgeon

7. Topic:
banker

cashier

accountant

gambler

economist

8. Topic:
gardener
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taxi driver

policeofficer

farmer

road worker
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Exercise
:-

!. This group of words has two topics. Wite the topics and write
the words under them. Work with another student.

candy
cake

orange
chocolate

mango
ice cream

Topic1,: fruitr
orange

>

apple
banana

cookies
grapefruit

Topic 2:

2. This group of words also has two topics, Write the two topics and write
the words under them.

chapter
noun

adjective
pronoun

page
adverb

table of contents
verb

paragraph
title
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Topic 2:

Topic 1:

-

3, Nowyou think of the words for these topics.

Topict

favorite foods

Topicz:

beauf iful cilies

Lookat someof your classmates' words. Do you have any of the same
words? Do you have any different words?
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\'-

Thtnk of a topic for eachgroup of words and wrfte it on the line. Thenthlnk
of one more word for each toplc and wrlte tt, Work wlth another student.

1. Topic: 2Trk
trees

bushes

birds

grass

fountain

flowers

2. Topic:
nose

ears

mouth

hair

forehead

3. Topic:
meat

cheese

fnrit

bread

vegetables

4. Topic:
car

bus

boat

train

tea

milk

coffee

bicycle

5. Topic:
soda

WATEI

6. Topic:
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unde

brother

father

grandfather grandson

7. Topic:

morning

evening

midnight

night

8. Topic:
book

magazine

story

poem

9. Topic:
three

nine

fifteen

twenW-one

10. Topic:
feet
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legs

arms

head

neck
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\-

Write the toplc. One word does not belong to the topic. Cross out that
word. Work with another student.

1. Topic: head
nose

ears

h€rd

mouth

eyes

2. Topic:
living room

bedroom

wall

kitchen

bathroom

3. Topic:
England

France

Mexico

basketball

football

New York

China

4. Topic:
baseball

hockey

tennis

5. Topic:
runs

cries

laughs

talks

days

6. Topic:
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new

garden

clean

beautiful

happy

7. Topic:
windows

wheels

engme

doors

desk

week

month

8. Topic:
city

hour

day

9. Topic:
music

food

dancing

read

drinks

L0. Topic:
Canada

Los Angeles

Boston

New York

Chicago
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rcise I
\-

Write the toplc. Cross out the word that does not belong. Work wlth
another student.

1. Topic:
bread

iuice

coffee

water

2. Topic:
plane

bus

bicycle

boat

house

3. Topic:
coat

hat

dress

clock

shirt

4. Topic:
flowers

grass

desk

bush

trees

5. Topic:
sister

aunt

mother

grandfather

daughter

6. Topic:
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arms

legs

shoes

feet

hands

7. Topic:

twenty

fifteen

seventeen

thirtv

ten

8. Topic:
Japan

China

Vietnam

England

Korea

9. Topic:
lions

panthers

elephants

tigers

dogs

10. Topic:
salad
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rrce

banana

ice cream

spoon

Understanding and
Building Sentences

When you read English, you must understand English sentences.
You can learn how to find the important parts of sentences.You
can also learn the right word order. Theseexercisescan help you
read English sentences.

rcrse
\-

Make sentences. Draw a iine from A to B.
A

B

1. She'scooking

a bus.

2. She'sdrinking

in a chair.

3. He's reading

fish.

4. He's sitting

by the door.

5. She'sstanding

a book.

6. He's driving

coffee.
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Write the sentences here,

1.
)

3.
4.
5.
6.
Talk to another student about his or her sentences and your sentences. Are
they the same?
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:-

Make sentences.Drawa line fromA to B.
A

>-

B

1. The dogs are eating

questions.

2. The students are asking

the windows.

3. The children are building

new clothes.

4.My friends are buying

their food.

5. Tom and Frank are closing

their father.

6. The girls are coming

their money.

7. The women are getting

to play ball.

8. The boys are helping

a doghouse.

Writethe sentenceshere.
1.
2.
3.
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4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
Talk to another student about hls or her sentences and your sentences. Are
they the same?
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Wrlte adjectives in the rlght places in these sentences. They must still be
good sentences! Then write the new sentence.
Here are some adJectives,Youcan also use othet adjectives.

beautiful
angry
happy
big
small

young
new
old
bad
good

L. The

2. The

3.A

younL

cold
hot
dry
sick
sad

man is driving a

green
white
brown
yellow
black

slow
fast
tall
red
blue
qreen

girl is eating a

cat seesa

caL

sandwich.

dog.
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4.4

bird lives in that

5. The

teacheris talking to a

6. This

book is about

7.

8. The

children do not like

woman ls glvmg a

tree.

girl.

cities.

animals.

flower to a

man.

Talk to another student about hls or her sentences and your sentences. Are
they the same?
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Exercise 4
>

A. Make sentences. Draw a line from A to B. Then put adjectives in the
sentences,

B

A

The horse
That house
My sister
Simon'sbrother
Somerestaurants
The students
The airplane
Mr. and Mrs. Jenkins

are talking to the
teacher.

is eatinga

appte.

cook
dinners on
Saturday evenings.
has

windows.

has

friends.

is flying through a
cloud.
have
tables.
doesn't like

\--

biq

flowers on the
dresses.
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L

Write the sentences here.

Write somenew sentences, Put an adjective ln every sentence.
The horse

That house
My sister
Simon'sbrother
Somerestaurants
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6. The students
7. The airplane
8. Mr. and Mrs. Jenkins
Talk to another student about his or her sentences and your sentences in
A and B. Are they the same?

Exercise5
\-

Write adverbsin these sentences. Then write the sentences. Here are
some adverbs:

always
nevet

sometimes
usually

fast
slowly

well
badly

often
quickly

read the newspaperin the morning.

2.I rcad English
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3. My family

goesto restaurants.

4. Mv father

washesthe windows.

5. I do my homework

6. Mv friend rides a bicycle

7.1

go to the bank on Saturday.

8. Mv mother drives a car

Talk to another student about his or her sentences and your sentences, Are
they the same?
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:-

A. Make sentences. Draw a line from A to B to C.
A

1. A tall man

\
2. That old dog

\
3. Our moming class
\
4. My baby sister

is learning

at night.

is waiting

for you.

wakes up often
\is walking fast.

5. The new doctor
L-

c

B

alwavs eats

the cat's food.
to read well in English.
down the street.

Write the sentenceshere.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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B. Write some new sentences.
1 . A tall man

2 . That old dog
3 . Our morning class
4 . My baby sister
5 . The new doctor
TalRto another student about hls or her sentences and your sentences in
A and B. Are they the same?
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Exercise7
L--

A. Make sentences. Draw a iine from A to B to C.
A

:-

c

B

L. Those girls

sometimessleep

meat.

2. Somepeople

always eat

with the boys.

3. My parents

often play baseball

in that small room.

4. Those men

don't eat

much free time.

5. Three children

never have

very quickly.

Write the sentences here.
1.
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Write some new sentences. Put an adverb in every sentence.

Those girls
Somepeople
My parents
Those men
Three children
Talk to another student about his or her sentences and your sentences in
A and B. Are they the same?

Exercise8
\-

Which sentence is correct? Circle a or b.

f .@esha Sachdevlives in Bombay,India.
b . Bombay, India, lives Asha Sachdevin.
2. a. She a film star is very beautiful.
b . She is a very beautiful film star.
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3. a. Many people in India go to films.
b. Many people go in India to films.
4. a. They all know and love her face.
b. They all her face know and love.
5. a. Other people seeon the walls her face.
b. Other people seeher face on the walls.
6. a. There are of her face big pictures all around the city.
b. There are big pictures of her face all around the city.
7. a. Films are big businessin India.
b. Films are in India big business.
8. a. Every year the country about 900 films makes.
b. Every year the country makes about 900 films.
9. a. Thesefilms have some sad parts and some happy parts
always.
b. Thesefilms always have some sad parts and some happy
parts.
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10. a. There always a beautiful is woman and a love story.
b. There is always a beautiful woman and a love story.
Talk to another student about his or her sentences. Are they good
sentences?

>

Writegood sentences'Puta capital letter on the first word'
L. in Taichung,Taiwan
Ho Kwangliang
lives

2. the president
he is
of Ho Hung Ming Enterprises

82
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3. parts of shoes
makes
his company
4 . buy parts of shoes
many shoe companies
from Ho's company
5 . Ho's company
every year
$25 million
makes
6 . in eight buildings

100workers
it has
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7 . in Shanghai,China
now
a new company
Ho has
8. it makes
too
parts of shoes

Talk to another student about hls or her sentences and your sentences. Are
they the same?
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Write ptonouns in the sentences, Here are some pronouns:

Subjectpronouns: I you he she it we they
Object pronouns: me you him her it us them
pronouns: my your his her its our their
Possessive

1. Mike Chi and

hig

wife, Laura, have a fruit and

vegetablestore on Main Street.

They

work in the store
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with

Iheir

son,Tony.

2. Tony goesto schoolin the morning. In the afternoon,
parents in the store.

helps

3. Mike and Laura get up very early in the morning. Mike has a
to the city market, and

big truck. He drives

buys fruit and vegetablesfor the store.
4. Laura washesthe floor and the windows of the store. She gets
ready for the day.
5. Many people come to the store in the morning.
like to buy
Laura.

84

fruit and vegetablesfrom Mike and
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6. Mrs. King buys lots of oranges.

iuice for

makes orange

breakfast.The doctor savs
is good for

7 . Manuela Garcia often buys apples.

likes to eat

for lunch at work.
8 . The Chi family lives in an apartment near

store.

9 . Laura goes home first in the afternoon.

goes

shopping and cooks dinner.
10. At 7:00, Mike closesthe store.

and Tony go

home for dinner. After dinner, Tony does
homework and

parents watch TV.

Talk to another student about hls or her sentences and your sentences. Are
they the same?
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Understanding
Para€taphs

What is a paragraph?
A paragraphis a group of sentencesabout one topic. There is
usually one sentencethat tells you the topic. All the other
sentencestell more about the topic. Good readerslook for the
topic that way.
L. Is this a good paragraph?
Every morning, SusanPowerseats a big breakfast.She eats
tvvo eggs,one slice of bread, and a banana. Shedrinks a glassof
orange juice and a big cup of tea. Susansaysshe is ready to go
to work after a good breakfast.
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No

2. Is this a good paragraph?

Every morning, SusanPowerseatsa big breakfast.Sheworks
in a bank in New York. Many people work at the bank. Some
people go shopping before work. Others go shopping in the
morning. On rainy days,they all bring their umbrellas to work.
Yes
Number 1 is a good paragraph.All of the sentencesare about one
topic: Susan'sbreakfast.
Number 2 is not a good paragraph.The sentencesare about many
different topics.

Remember
. A good porogrophhosone topic.
. All the sentences
ore oboutthottopic.
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Exercise I
>

Read about the Beatles. Think about good paragraphs.

TheBeatles

L. Can you make a good paragraphfrom these sentences?
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Paul McCartney is a big star in music.
He was one of the Beatles.

He sang many of their songs.
Paul wrote many of the Beatles'songs.
All around the world, people love his songs.

@

N

o

why?
2. Can you make a good paragraphfrom these sentences?
Ringo Starr was also a Beatle.
He was in the Beatlesgroup for many years.
He sang a good song called "Yellow Submarine."
Ringo always played the drums.
Now he still makesmusic, but not with the Beatles.
Yes

No

why?
87
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3. Can you make a good paragraphfrom these sentences?
The Beatleshad four stars:John, Paul, Ringo, and George.
Bruce Springsteenis also a big rock star.
Somepeople want to be rock stars,but they can't sing.
Rock music is big business.
Some rock stars live in New York.
Yes

No

whv?
4. Can you make a good paragraphfrom these sentences?
John Lennon was a Beatle,too.
He wrote many of the Beatles'hit songs.
He also wrote poems.
He wrote songsall his life.
John died in 1980.
A man killed him outside his apartment building.
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Yes

No

why?

5. Can you make a good paragraphfrom these sentences?
One person was very important to the Beatles:Brian Epstein.
He did not sing or write songs.
He was their businessmanager.
He helped them get concert datesand sell records.
He helped them become famous.
Yes

why?
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Turn to Unit 5, Exercise 8, pages 87-82. Write the correct sentences in
numbersTthrough 6 as a paragraph.

Topic: Asha Sachdeg Indian film star
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Turn to Unlt 5, Exerclse 9, pages 8243. Write sentences 7 througlr 8 as a
paragraph.

Toplc: Ho Kwangliang's shoe companies

8?
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E x er c i
\-

Read about computersand the Internet. Ask questions:What is this
paraSraphabout? What is the topic? Then circle the best topic for each
paragraph.

andthelniernet
Computers

-

1,.Computers can do many things these days. First of all, they
can add numbers fast and well. They can also print things fast and
well. You can use them to send letters to people all over the world.
You can find information for school or business.You can also shop
for things on the computer, and you can watch a movie on the
computer.
What is the best topic?
a. buying things on the computer

@ttrings you can do with a computer
c. computers
Choice a, "Buying things on the computer," is not a good topic. It
tells about only part of the paragraph.
Choice b, "Things you can do with a computer," is a good topic.
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Choice c, "Computers," is not a good topic. The paragraphdoes
not tell us all about computers. It only tells about things
you can do with computers. It does not tell, for example,
about how to use computers.
2.Do you have an e-mail (electronicmail) address?Millions of
people around the world have e-mail addresses.With e-mail, you
can "talk" with people from Montevideo to Kyoto. It does not cost
very much, and it is fast. E-mail helps many people with their work.
Other people use e-mail for fun. They talk with their family, or they
"meet" people with the sameinterests.
a. telephone communication
b. how e-mail helps at work
c. how people use e-mail

?o
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3. E-mail works in a very new way. You do not use the
telephone,but you must have a telephone line. You write your letter
on the computer.Then you tell the computer to send it to someone.
Your computer sendsit by telephone line to a big computer. The big
computer sendsyour letter to another big computer. That computer
sendsit to the small computer on the address.That is how people
use e-mail to "talk."
a. how e-mail works
b. how the Internet talks to computers
c. how a telephone line works
4. The Internet is not only e-mail. People use the Internet in
other ways, too. You can use the Internet to find something in a
library. The library can be in any country in the world. Your
computer "talks" to the computer at the library. Then you can ask
to read books or newspapersat the library. You can also ask the
library to send information. The information travelsby the Internet
to your computer. Then you can use it whenever you want.
a. using the Internet for e-mail
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b. using the library for information

c. using the library on the Internet

5. Another way to use the Internet is through the World Wide
"sites." Companies,
Web (WWW). On the WWW, you can find
universities,and cities make thesesitesso you can learn about them.
There are pictures and a lot of information. You can use the WWW,
for example, before you travel. You ask your computer to find the
site of a city. Then you can get information about that city. Or you
can askfor the site of a company. You can learn about that company
before you do businesswith them.
a. getting information about a new city
b. many ways to use the Internet
c. using WWW on the Internet

?l
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Circle the best topic for each paragraph.

:
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Sport
A Special

-

1. Swimming, bicycling, and running are three very popular
sports.Somepeople like to do all three sportsin one race.They can
do all three in a triathlon race. Triathlonmeans "three sports." In a
triathlon the people must first swim for a mile (1.6km). Then they
must ride a bicycle for about 10 miles (16 km). And then they must
run for three miles (4.8 km). You must be a very strong person to
win a triathlon!
a. what people do in a triathlon
b. popular sports
c. swimming in a triathlon

?2
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2. The men and women in triathlons are called triathletes.
Triathletes must work hard all year to get ready. Every day, they run
and swim and ride their bicycles. They must also do special
exercisesfor their bodies. After many months of work, they are
ready for a race. There are many races in many countries. One
famous triathlon is the Ironman race in Hawaii. Another is the
Noosa racein Australia.Triathletescome to theseracesfrom all over
the world.
a. the Ironman race
b. racesin many countries
c. triathletes and triathlons
3. Karen Smyers and Mark Allen are two famous triathletes.
Karen Smyers,34 yearsold, is from the United States.Shegetsready
for triathlons all year, and she goesto many races.That is her iob.
The Nike company gives her money to live. Mark Allen also is a fulltime triathlete. He is 37 yearsold, and he is from the United States.
In 1995,Karen and Mark were the winners in triathlons in many
different countries. They also were the winners in the Ironman race
in Hawaii.
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a. triathletes from the United States

b. the winners of the L995 Ironman race
c. the best triathletes of 1995
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There is a sentence missing from each paragraph in this exerclse. The
missing sentences are in the box. Write the correct sentence in each
paragraph. Then write the topic.
--

-

in theEnglish
Language
Writers

1. Topic:
Edna O'Brien lives in England, but she is Irish. She writes
stories and books about Irish people. Some of her stories are
about life in Ireland in the past and others are about Ireland
today. They are always very real.

,.-"ti,""rtu""y-,dr"-.ti,";117tr;ttnffi;#::::lii;
and Tide are two of O'Brien'sbooks.
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2. Topic:

Thomas Keneally is an Australian writer. He lives in Sydney

with his family. But often he is not at home.

c*-*'d*i"sw"5ri?l'ff
.T,",tff
il:T3ff
:;:*:i'il?,';
people and a man named Schindler. Schindler helped

Jewish
these people live through those terrible times. Keneallywent to
Germany and many other countries to talk to people about
Schindler.This book, Schindler'sList,was made into a movie.

?4
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3. Topic:
Toni Morrison is an African-American writer. She often
writes about African-American women. She tells about their
lives and about the terrible things that happen to them. In
Morrison,s books we learn a lot about these women.

. In 1993,Morrison
won the Nobel Pize for Literature. Two of her most famous
books arc Belovedand lazz.
o He writes books about different places,so he has to go to
those places.
. We seethrough their eyes,and we leam what they are
thinking and feeling.
o We can almost seethe Irish countryside and hear the people
speaking.
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A. Here are two topics. A sentence for each topic is aheady there. Ftnd the
other sentencesfor each topic in the box. Wrlte them on the lines after the
frrst sentence. (Youcan change the order later to make good paragraphs.)

Topic 7: Drinks that are good for your health
Some kinds of drinks are very good for your health.

Toplc2: Drinks that are not good for your heatth
Somepopular drinks are not good for your health.
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o Milk is another healthy drink.
o Doctors say it is bad for your stomach and your head.
o Many people drink cola, but it is not good for you.
o It is very good for children and also for women.
o A little coffee is okay, but lots of coffee is bad.
. Orange iuice is one of these healthy drinks.
. Some doctors think this is the way to a healthy life.
o It has lots of sugar,so it is bad for your teeth.
o So drink lots of orange iuice and milk!
o Another drink that can be bad for you is coffee.
o It has lots of good things in it.
r It has other bad things in it, too.

?6
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B. Look at the sentences for each toplc again. Rewfite the sentences In
the rlglht order. Make a good pangraph.

Paraglraph7

Paragraph2
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In each paragraph there is one extra sentence, It is not about the topic.
Find the sentence and cross it out. Then write the topic,

Hobbies
1.Topic: Kollerbladinq
Rollerblading is a very popular new sport. People in many
countries around the world go rollerblading. Rollerbladesgo on
your feet like roller skatesand ice skates.They have little wheels,
like roller skates.When you go rollerblading, you go very fast.
You must be careful! You must not go on streetswith lots of
traffic or people.
At
first, you must go slowly and you must have special clothes.
After you learn, lou can go fast and have fun!
The sentence:"It is also a good idea to ride your bicycle" is not
about rollerblading. So it is crossedout.
2. Topic:
In his free time, Jeff loves to go bicycling. After many hours in
the office, he wants exercise.So on weekends he goes for long
bicycle rides. He works iust a few miles from home. Sometimeshe
rides for a few hours and sometimeshe rides all day. Some of his
friends also ride birycles. They often ride their bicycles together.
The doctor saysJeff is very healthy and has very strong legs!
3. Topic:
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On summer days, Liz works in her garden. She has some
flowers and lots of vegetables.She likes the flowers, but she
doesn't work with them a lot. She works most of the time with
the vegetables.Liz's husband likes going to the movies. Shelikes
to grow vegetables,and she also likes to cook them. She does
not eat meat, but she eatslots of her vegetables.Liz saysthey are
much better than the vegetablesfrom the store.
4. Topic:
Mike loves to cook. He cooks all kinds of dishes, but his
favorite dishes are desserts.He says cooking is very relaxing.
When he is working in the kitchen, he thinks only about
cooking. He doesn't think about work or bad things. He can
bake big, beautiful cakeswith fruit or with chocolate. Children
must not eat a lot of chocolate every day. On Saturdays,Mike
has lots of time for cooking. He makes a very good dinner and
a specialdessert.Then he and his family have a good meal.

qg
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New Wol,ds from
Your Reading

Learn new words every week. It is important to write new words.
You can remember them much better that way. Here is a good
way to learn new words:
a. Write the new word. Be sure the spelling is correct.
b. write the sentence(or sentences)around the word from your reading.
c. Write the meaning of the new word in English or in your own
language.
d. Check the meaning with your teacheror in the dictionary.
Example:.
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a. New word:

bridee

b. Sentences:

c. Meaning:
d. Check the meaning with your teacher or in the dictionary.

Is it correct? yeo
:-

A. Look back at the fables ln Part One, llnit l. Find ten new words. Write
the words below. Follow the four steps.
Date:

1. a. New word:
b. Sentence(s):
c. Meaning:
d. Check the meaning. Is it correct?

too

Vocabulary Bulldlng

2. a. New word:
b . Sentence(s):

c. Meaning:
d. Check the meaning. Is it correct?
3 . a . New word:
b . Sentence(s):

c. Meaning:
d. Check the meaning. Is it correct?
4. a. New word:
b. Sentence(s):
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c. Meaning:

d. Check the meaning. Is it correct?
5. a. New word:
b. Sentence(s):

c. Meaning:
d. Check the meaning. Is it correct?
6. a. New word:
b. Sentence(s):

c. Meaning:
d. Check the meaning. Is it correct?

tol
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7. a. New word:
b. Sentence(s):

c. Meaning:

d. Check the meaning. Is it correct?
8. a. New word:
b. Sentence(s):

c. Meaning:

d. Check the meaning. Is it correct?
9 . a . New word:
b. Sentence(s):
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c. Meaning:

d . Check the meaning. Is it correct?
L0. a. New word:
b. Sentence(s):

c. Meaning:

d. Check the meaning. Is it correct?

t02
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B. Now get a smatl notebook for vocabulary. Every week look back at your
pleasure reading. Wrlte the new words in your notebook. First, write the
date, Then wrlte the new word, the sentence(s), and the meanlng,
New Words Quiz Do you know all your new words from last week?
Write all the new words. Then write the meanings. Do not look
back!

New Words

Meaning

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Are these meaning;scorrect? Look bacf at your notebook and see. Look
again at the words from last week. Lookat the words from the weeks before.
Do you know them now? Do a New Words Quiz every week.

ta3

The

roo

Words

Do you know about the "100 words,,?you seethese words verv
often when you read in English. you know many of them alreidy.
Good readersknow them all very well. They read the words very
quickly. They do not have to stop and think. This way, good
readerscan think more about the ideas.They understand better.
:-

Nowyou can learn the 7OOwords.Hereis the list of words:
a
about
after
all
also
an
and
ar]y
are

from
had
has
have
he
her
here
him
I
if
in
into
is
it
its
like
many
may
me
more
most
much
must
my
new

next
no
not
now
of
on
one
only
or
other
our
out
over
said
she

these
they
this
through
time
to
two
up
was
way
we
well
were
what
when
where
which
who
will
with
would
years
yes
you
your
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AS

at
back
be
been
before
but
by
can
could
did
do
down
even
first
for

t04

SO

some
such
than
that
the
their
them
then
there

Vocabulary Building

>

Learn to spetl the lOO words. Thenyou can read them quickly. Write in the
mlssing letters. Then write the word.

do

L . do

1 3 .t i k

2 . w_ s

L4.onl

3.b_t

1 5 .m

4.th_

16.b_en

5.wil

1 7 .u

6.vo

18.ba-k

7.w

v

nv

r

19.vo

8.o_t

2O.ab ut

9.w

2L.woul

1 0 .s _ _ e

22.a ter

1 L .s u _ h

23.whe_e
ore

24.be
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12.w-th

>

Write in the missing letters. Then write the word.

1.s

1 3 .t i m _

2.m_te

1 4 .o _ e r

3.bee_

1 5 .f _ o m

4.a_ l

16.m

5.wer

17.cou

6.th_m

18.whic

7.v

s

v

19.ve

rs

8.i_to

20.thei

9.w_re

2L.nex

10.s_id

22.t_ese

11.ev_n

23.whe

L 2 .d

w

2 4 .t h

v
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Wite in the missing letters. Then write the word. (Some have more than
one riglht answer.)

1 .y o u

1 3 .t

2.w- at

14. w

3 .h _ v e

1 5 .e _ _ n

4 .n e _

16.m_st

5 .s a i

L7.wo

6 .t h _ n

1 8 .t _ _

7 .t h _ t

1 9 .o _ r

8 .c a

2 O .a b

9 .h _ r e

2L.sh

L0.a

v

1 L .t h i

22.we
23.o-h-r
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12.t_m-

-
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n

24.d

Write in the missing letters. Then write the word. (Some have more than
one right answer.)

1._s

9.-ay

2 ._ i d

10._ut

3._im

11.

ow

4 . o

12.

v

5._ere

13._hich

6._ime

14._heir

7._hen

15._ther

8.

16._here

anv

V o c a b u l a r yB u i l d l n g

Someof the L00 words are in this puzzle. You can read words
across(like this -+) or down (like this .f ).
\-

Hnd these words and circle them:

are
before
but
by
can

after
all
also
and
arry

N
E

A

did
down
even
for
from

F

L Z
w S R
D O W
I M O
D E V
B E ,
L Z O
W L R
A N E
Y T O

had
he
him
in
may

me
most
my
new
no

of
or
our
some
then

R F R O
O H A D B U
N I N A L L
Y A R
N M A
S T N O C A
E N D U O F
F O R E R X T
U R S T H E
P H A I M O
, R E , L N E B
S O O R
M Y
T

E

they
to
up
way
your

M
T
H
E
N
A
N
Y
O
Y
C
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Many of the 7OO words are in this puzle. Hnd 2O words and clrcle them.
Then write them below the puzle.

T
I
M
E
R
B
A
C
K
M

H
A
S
V
N
E
N
A
N
O

R
B
Y
E
S
F
Y
N
O
S

O
O
O
N
I
O
F
T
O
T

U
U
U
B
T
R
A
W
N
O

G H L N O
T O W O N
H V H W I
E E E B Y
S R R E T
E Z E I F
B O U T I
O U L D R
A T H A S
T H E R T
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Talk to another student about his or her words and your words. Are they
the same?

tog
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Exercise 7
>

Someof the 7OOwordsare in these sentences.Writein the missingletters
ln those words.
t. Allen: W o U I d yo- lik- so-e milk w- -h
y_u_ coffee?
LrTnne:N_, thanks. _ l_k_ black coffee.
2. Suha: Wh_t _s yo_r name?
Yuki: M_ name i_ Yuki.
Suha: I- th-t a Japanesename?
Yuki: Ye_, i_ _s.
3.

Pat: Whe_e a_e yo- fr- _?
Stan: I'm fr_ _ Texas.
Pat: D_ yo_ li_ _ t_ ride horses?
ride horses!
Stan: N_. No_ al_ Texans li_e t

4. Stefan: D_ yo_ li_ _ t_ read love stories?
Milly: N_, I don't. I 1_ _e to read ab
science an- computers. Th- y 're m- -h
m_r_ interesting.
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5. Craig: Wh_n di- y- - call yo-r mother?
Ivan: I called h_ _ be_ _
lunch.
Craie:W s sh a home?
6.

Ivan: No, s_ _ w_s still _t work.
work?
Crais: Wh
e does s
New York.
Ivan: A_ _ bank i
Crais: Does s
come b ck home f
Ivan: N_, s_ _ eats lunch a_ work.

lunch?

toq
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Read the sentences. Fill In the letters. Then write the words in the puzle.

Across
1 . Do you have m- book?
d like some tea.
4. I w
6 . W- have no classon Sunday.
7 . Will she come b- - - today?
Tuesday.
9 . He's going to Chicago n1 0 .Where a- - you from?
astudent.
1 1 .I'm n__
1 2 .Ask Tom and Helen for a ride. T- - - have a car.
Down
2.Iwant to talk to y- -.
3. She d_ _ all the work yesterday.
5. Do you I
- orangejuice?
is the classparty?
6. W_
Saturday.
8. Sunday comes a- L0. He likes to read a- cars.
13. Will you b- home today?
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Leatning
about Gontext

What is context? It is the sentenceor sentencesaround a word.
The context can tell you a lot about a word.
Theseexercisescan help you leam about context. Somewords are
missing in each story. You must use the context to find the right words.
First read the story. Think about the context for each missing
word. Then look for the right words.
Example:
Mara Milvaney is 36 yearsold. Mara and her family live in a
small
in Australia.
What is the missing word?
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horse

meat

girl

town

yard

The missing word is town.It is the only word that is good for this
context. A family doesnot live in a horse, a meat, a girl, or a yard.

\\-

Read the story. Wite the words in the right places.

\\\\\///

ttz
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horse

meat

girl

yard

town

Mara Milvaney is 36 years old. Mara and her family live in a
small f,own in Australia.Mara and her husband, Dan, have
three children, two boys and a
. They live in a small
house with a large
. The children like animals very
much. The family has three cats,two dogs, and a
Mara and Dan also like animals. They have a sheep farm.
T h e yse l 1 th e yo ungsheepfor - .PeopleinEur opeand
the United Statesbuy the meat. Mara also sellsthe sheep'swool
for clothes. Australian wool goesto many countries.

\-

Read the story. Write the words in the right places.
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fisherman

garden

evening

boat

sea

Malcolm Morris is 29 years old. He lives in Charlotteville,
Tobago. Tobago is a small country in the Caribbean Sea.
Ma l co l m,sto w n isnear the- .Ther ear efewcar sinthis
town, but there are many boats.
Malcolm is a
. Every morning he goes out early in
his-andgetssomefish.Intheafternoonheworksin
his vegetable
. He eatslots of fish and vegetables.He
also sells some fish in another town. In the
he
sometimesworks with the other fishermen. They often work on
their boats. Sometimeshe sits in a cafe with his friends. Thev
like to talk about fishing and life.

tt3
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Read the story. Write the words in the right places. This time there is an
extra word!

daughter

housework

yard

bread

friends

store

Lidia Mazza is 89 years old. She lives in Bazzanto,a small
town in Italy. Shelives in the samehouse with her daughter, her
daughter,sdaughter,andherdaughter,sdaughter,s-!
Her son and his children live in the next town.
Mrs. Mazza does not work in the house now. Her daughter
doesthe
. Mrs. Mazza often works in the garden. She
loves her flowers and vegetables.She also goes out to the
every morning. Sometimesshe walks and sometimes
she takes her bicycle. She buvs milk and
for her
family. Shetalks with the people in the store or with
on the street.She likes to tell them about her family.
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Read the story. Write the words in the right places. There is an extra word!

Vocabulary Building

planes

family

countries

company

war

soldiers

Diem Tam Tranh is 58 years old. He lives in Ho Chi Minh
City, Vietnam. He and his wife have two sons.All the people in
his-workinTranh,sCompany.Fourteenotherpeop1e
also work for Tranh. The
is in a small building near
the city. It makes scissors.
In Vietnam, there was war for many years.Tranh was a soldier
in the
. Someof his workerswere also soldiers.Tlanh
finds old trucks and
from the war. His workers take
parts to the factory. They make scissorsfrom the parts. They are
very good scissors.He sells them in 14
around the
world.

\-

Readthis story. Think of words for the spaces.
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John Utsi lives in Jokkmokk, Sweden.He is 43 yearsold. He is
a writer for a newspaper.He also writes
about the Sami
people.Inthepast,these-livedveryfarfromcities.
They lived in tents, and they moved the tents often. They went
afterreindeer.Fromthereindeertheyhadmilkand-.
John's family are Sami people.John and his wife, Elin, and
their two daughters live in a city. But every year they go to Lake
Kutjaure. They live in a tent for two
. They go after
reindeer.John and Elin work a lot in that time. But they like this
life. And the
like the tents and the re,indeer.
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Read the story, Think of words for the spaces.

Salim Al Wahaibi is L2 years o1d. He lives in Al Mintirib,
Oman. Oman is a small country on the Arabian Sea.Salim has a
9-year-old brother, Talib. Five days a week, Salim and Talib
to school.
On the weekend,their life changes.Everyweekend,there are
camel races near Al Mintirib. Salim's father
two
camels. Salim and Talib get on the camels. Other boys get on
other camels.Then all the camels
fast. Salim'sfather
a truck next to the camels. He calls to the camels,
and he calls to his boys. The other fathers call to their camels
and their boys. Then the race
. But the boys can't stop
the camels!The fathers must run and stop them.
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Guessing
Wol,d M e a n i n g s

Context can help you understand new words. You read the
context (the sentences)around the new word. Then you make a
guessabout the meaning.
In these exercises,you can learn to guessfrom the context.
When you are doing the exercises,do not use a dictionary. Do not
ask your teacheror your classmates.
After you finish each exercise,you can check the meanings.
Then you can use a dictionary or ask your teacher.
Example:
1. We have a little white cat. She is always hungry. We give her
milk in a bowl on the kitchen floor. She drinks all the milk in a
very short time. Then she wants more!
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What is a bowl?

L-

Write the answersin Englishor in your own langaage.Oryou can drawa
picture.
1. My friend Raymond is a very lazy percon. He doesn't like to
work. He doesn't like to play sports.He likes to sit and watch
television. And he likes to sleep.
What is a lazy person?
2. Can you seethe nestin that tree? There are four baby birds in
it. They are calling for their mother. Look! Now the mother is
coming. She has some food for her babies.
What is a nest?
3. Quick! Call the police! There is a man near my house. He has a
mask on his face. You can seeonly his eyes.His clothes are all
black.
What is a mask?
(continuedon nextpage)
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4. I live in a tall building in Chicago. My home is on the sixth
floor. But I don't use the elevatoroften. I don't like elevators.
They are too small! They are too slow! I like to walk up to the
sixth floor.
What is an elevator?
5. The new store was often empty. This morning there was only
one customer.She was a young woman. She wanted to buy
some Levi's ieans.She didn't like the ieans in the store. So she
went away.
What is a customer?
6. There is a terrible traffic iam on the road to London. All the cars
are stopped.You can't go left or right. You have to wait for a
long time!

What is a trafficiam?
Exercise 2
:-

Write the answersin Englishor in your own language'Oryou can draw a
picture.
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1. Thesebananasare beautiful. But they are not ripe.They are still
very green.We can't eat them today. Pleaseput them away.We
can eat them next week.
What is ripe fruit?
2. Rogeroften wakesup in the night. Sometimeshe wants to
drink some water. But sometimeshe has a nigfitmare.He sees
terrible things. He hearsbad things. Then he can't go back to
sleep.
What is a nightmare?
3. There is a beggarin front of the store. Poor woman, she doesn't
have a coat. It's very cold today. She is asking people for some
money. Somepeople give her money. Other people don't want
to look at her.
What is a beggar?
4. After all the rain, the river water was brown. It was full of trash.
There was lots of paper.There were bags and bottles. There
were old chairs and televisions.
What is trash?
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5. This is not my glove!It doesn't go on my hand. It's Tenko's
glove. She has very small hands. But where is my glove? I can't
find it! My hands are getting cold.
What ls a glove?
6. Lily wants to get a pet. Her mother saysshe can't have a dog.
Lily asks,"What about a cat?" But Lily's father doesn't want a
cat. "What about abftd?" Lily asks."Okay," say her mother
and father. So Lily is going to get a bird.
What is a pet?
Exercise 3
Write the answersin Englishor in your language'Oryou can drawa picture.
1. We are going to England for a month. We can go to many
cities and towns by train. Then we want to drive to some
villages.So we want to rent a car.Does it cost a lot in England?
What does rent mean?
2. JoeIis readinga Poemby Emily Dickinson. It is a very short poem25 words. He savsit is not easyto readbut is very beautiful and sad.
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What is a poem?

3. My wife and I want to buy a new car, but we don't have much
money. We can't ask my father for help. He doesn't have much
money. We must go to the bank. They can give us a loan.
What is a loan?
4. Pleasedo not shout!I am not old, and my earsare still good. I
am here next to you, and I can hear you very well.
What doesshoufmean?
5. There is a terrible messin the yard! There is paper and food on
the grass.The table and chairs are on the ground. Your dog did
it! I don't want your dog in my yard again!
What is a mess?
6. Estelle'shouse was huge.It had 25 Largerooms. There was also a
large and beautiful garden. Somepeople wanted to buy the
house and make a hotel. But Estellesaid no. She liked her big
house, and she did not want to move.
What is a hugehouse?
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Exercise 4
\-

Writeyour answersin Englishor in yourlanguage.Oryou can drawa picture.
1. I am going to the bakerynow. Do you want somebread?They
make very long Frenchbread, and it's very good. They also
make very good cakesand cookies.We often get their chocolate
cake.
What is a bakery?
2. I am not going to go to that restaurantagain! The food was
awfuMhe pizzawas black, the vegetableswere old, and the
coffee was terrible!
What is awful food?
3. We must go to the animal doctor with the cat. The cat must
not run and iump in the car. We must put her in a cage.Then
we can put the cagein the car and go to the doctor.
What is a cage?

4. Do you want to go up the mountain? You must go on that
path.It is a small path. You can't drive the car on it. You must
park the car here and walk up the path.
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What is a path?

5. Pleasedo not push!You must all wait here. You must stand in
line. It is still early.The film doesn't start now. It startsin L5
minutes. Then you can go in.
What doespush mean?
6. Julie is a very smart girl. She always has the right answersfor
the teacher.She does her homework fast. She never has any
wrong answersin her homework. Sometimesshe helps the
other students.
What is a smart girl?
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Learning New Wotds
in Gategories

In Part Three, Unit 1, you learned new words from your pleasure
reading. In this unit, you are going to learn new words in another
way-in categories.
A categoryis like a topic. It tells about words that go together.
It helps you remember the words.
Category:Favoritefoods in the United States
steak
hamburgers
spaghetti
tacos
muffins
apple pie
broumies

fried chicken
hot dogs
pizza
sandwiches
pancakes
ice cream
chocolate chip cookies
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Write the name of your country or home ciU in the blank, Then write some
words for this category.
Category: Favorite foods in

Talk to another student about his or her favorite foods.
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Think about your favorite place,

My Favoriteplace: Yankeegladium in NewYork City

Some words for YankeeStadium:
baseball
ticket
hot dogs
catch

win
fans
radio
lights

My Favorite Place:
Some words for my favorite place. (you can use a dictionary.)
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show your words to another student. Don't tell your favorite ptacel can he
or she guess?

Talk about your favorite place.why do you rike it? use the words
on your list.
Do you know all the words on the other student'slist? write
the new wordsin your notebook.
xercl
\-

Think about jobs you like. Don't work with another student. write the
names of ten jobs. Use a dictionary.
Names of lobs

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

t22
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
Talkto the studentsin your class, Ask each studentwhichjob he or she
wanfs'
Write a student'sname next to every job.
Look at the iob list of another student. Do you know all the
names of the jobs? Write the new words in your notebook.
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A. Look ln your handbag or briefcase. Write the names of ten thlngs you
flnd in it. Use a dictionary. Don't work with another student.

Showyour list to another student and look at his or her list. Do you know
all his or her words? Write the new words ln your notebook.
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B, Think of a famous percon.Everyonein the class must know this person.
It can be a film or music or sporb star, a president,a writer, or an artist.
What things can we find in that famous person'sbag? Write ten things.

Showyour list to anotherstudent.Do not tell him or her the nameof the
person.Canhe or shetell you the name?
Look at the other student'slist. Who is the person for his or her
list? Do you know all his or her words? Write the new words in
your notebook.

\-

Which words go with village life? Which words go with city life? Some
words can go with both. Write the words under a category. Don't work with
another student.
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Village Life or CW Life?

river
bicycle
farm
traffic
apple
fly
police
laugh
Viilage Life

124

dig
mountains
park
cloud
newspaper
bridge
mouse
doorbell

dirty
apartment
hole
afraid
government
quiet
noise
chicken
City Life

Vocabulary BulldinE

Write three more words for village life and three more words for city life.
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Look at another student'slist. Do you have the samewords? Write
the new words from his or her list in your notebook.
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Vocabulary Bullding

E x er c i s
the words under a category. Don't work with another student.
Things I Like Dotng/Things I Don't Like Doing

dancing
eating in restaurants
walking
drinking tea
playing computer games
running
riding a bicycle
reading the newspaper
working with my hands
buying clothes
ThingsI LIke Doing

cooking
fishing
sleeping
going to the seaside
listening to music
studying English
watching television
driving a cat
going to the movies
writing letters
ThlngsI Don't LikeDoing
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Ld< at ilp lisrs-d ilE other sfitffi

:-

Make two categortes. Wfite the categorles on the lines. Then wrtte the
words under the categortes.(Some words can go In both categories.)

office
lunch
lesson
job

126

in yur cl*s. Is any list tlrc saltlc re yutrc?

notebook
fax
teacher
efaser

manager
grades
telephone
classroom

pay
computer
clock
e-mail

Vocabulary Bullding

Category:

Category:

Look at another student's categories and lisb. Are they the same as yours?

L--

These words are in the stories in Part One of this book. Make two
categories of words. Then think of names for these categories,

1,.hungry

easy

wise

terrible

alone

strong
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Category:

Category:

OAG\I

wise

Iercible
alone
2. mouse red
happy
duck
Category:

sf,ronq
young
easy

old

wolf

sheep strong

big

horse

turtle

cat

Category:
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I

>

A. Look at the stories In Part One. Work with another student. Find 76 new
words, Write the words here.

:-

B. Make two categories for these words. Write the names of the
categories.

Category:

Category:
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Work with another pair of students. Show them your lists and look at their
Iists. Do you have the samecategories?
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Thinking Skllls

Do you think in English when you are reading?Or do you think in
your language?You can understand better if you think in English.
Theseexercisescan help you learn to think in English.
L-.

Circle the best answen
Edwin works in a restaurant.He is the only cook. He cooks
lunch and dinner. He does not cook breakfast.The restaurantis
closed
a. in the evening.
@ in the morning.
d. on Tuesdays.
b. at lunch time.
The right answeris c, "in the morning." Morning is the time for
breakfast.Edwin does not cook breakfast and Edwin is the only
cook. That means the restaurant is not open for breakfast.So the
restaurantis closedin the morning.
Answer a, "in the evening," is not right. Breakfastis not an
evening meal. Dinner is the evening meal, and Edwin cooksdinner.
The restaurantis not closedin the evening.
Answer b, "at lunch time," is not right. Edwin cooks lunch, so
the restaurantis not closedat lunch time.
Answer d, "on Tuesdays,"is not right. The sentencesdo not tell
about the days of the week.
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Guidelinesfor Think
a
a
a
a
a
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Skills Exercises

everyweek.
Do somethinkingskillsexercises
Work quicklyond don't useo dictiono4y.
Tryto guessthe meoningof newwords.
Thinkin Englishto find the correctonswer.
Yourfirstguessis oftenthe rightone!
Remember:

Thinking Skills

Exercise I
L-

Circle the best answer.
L. Can you see that airplane? It's high in the sky. It's going far

away.It'sgoing
a. to school.
b. home.

c. to Australia.
d. to the country.

2. There is a big airplane from Ireland. It's coming down. Now it's
stopping and all the people are
c. sleeping.
a. getting out.
d. buying clothes.
b. learning English.
3. There'sa big dog in the yard. He's eating his dinner. He eats
fast. Now he has no more dinner. He's looking at us! Help! He's
c. going away!
a. sleeping!
d. sitting down!
b. coming here!
4. My friend has 15 cats.She has some gray cats and some brown
cats. Shehas a beautiful, young white cat, but she has no
c. brown dogs.
a. brown cats.
d. black cats.
b. little cats.
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5. Juan never drinks tea in the morning. He always drinks coffee.
But he often drinks tea in the afternoon. He drinks tea and eats
a cake
c. at 5:00.
a. at L2:00.
d. for breakfast.
b. at 9:00.

-

Circle the best answen
1. Selmais from Istanbul. Now she lives in Toronto. She is a
writer. Shewrites books for children. She is not rich, but she is
happy. She likes her work, and she
c. doesn'tlike Istanbul.
a. likes Istanbul.
b. doesn'tlike Toronto. d. likes Toronto.

(continuedon next page)
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Thinking Skills

2. Virginia lives in a very tall building. Her apartment is on the 40th
floor. Shelikes to look out the windows. At night she can see
c. the city lights.
a. cats and dogs.
d. a lot of children.
b. the sun.
3. Leo has a very old car. It is 20 yearsold! It is not very beautiful,
and it is not verv fast. But it alwavs
c. comes.
a. goes.
d. sees.
b. stops.
4. A big black cat lives in that house. It sits in the window all day.
It likes to look at the people
c. on the street.
a. in the house.
d. in boats.
b. on television.
5. Tadekalmost alwayshas a sandwich for lunch. Sometimeshe
has an egg sandwich, and sometimeshe has a meat sandwich.
But today he doesn't want a sandwich for lunch. He wants
a. somepvza.
c. a cheesesandwich.
b. breakfast.
d. to eat at home,

Exercise3
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Circle the best answer.

1. The Perezfamily likes to go to a Cuban restaurant.They go
every Saturdayevening. They meet their friends at the
restaurant,and they have a good
a. restaurant.
c. family.
b. meal.
d. morning.
2. Dick likes to talk on the telephone. He often talks with his
brother in Bombay. He sometimestalks with a friend in Berlin.
And every Sundayhe talks with his parents in Singapore.Dick
pays a lot of money for
c. books.
a. clothes.
b. restaurants.
d. telephone calls.
3. Many people work all day. After work, they are tired, and they
don't want to cook dinner. They like to eat dinner at
a. home.
c. a shop.
d. work.
b. a restaurant.
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4. Susanand Sam don't eat French food very often. There is only
one French restaurantin their town. The food there is not very
a. old.
c. open.
b. bad.
d. good.
5. For breakfast,Simon often eatseggsor meat. He alwayshas
bread and fruit. He drinks coffee or tea and iuice, and
sometimeshe also has cake.Simon
a. doesn't like to eat
c. doesn't eat any breakfast.
a big breakfast.
b. likes to eat a big
d. eats only a little breakfast.
breakfast.
Exercise 4
\-

Circle the best answen
1. Tina is in bed. The doctor saysshe is very sick. She must take
some medicine. She can't get out of bed, and she can't go to
a. television.
c. work.
b. home.
d. children.
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2. Donna's father is a doctor. Donna also wants to be a doctor. She
wants to be a children's doctor. She likes children, and she
wants to help
a. them.
c. students.
b. animals.
d. her.

3. Frank doesn't like to visit hospitals for children. He saysthey
are sad places.In these hospitals there are many sick boys and
a. doctors.
c. mothers.
b. girls.
d. medicines.
4. You can't go to Tom's house today. He is very sick. The doctor
is there now. He is looking at Tom, and he is asking Tom's
mother a lot of
a. money.
c. questions.
b. medicine.
d. answers.
5. Dr. Kapoor getsup at 6:00 every day and goesto the hospital.
In the afternoon, he goesto his office. He gets home at 8:00 in
the evening. He has a very long
a. work.
c. office.
b. drive.
d. day.
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Circlethe best answen
1. Many people have computers at work. Businesspeople have
computers in their offices.Teachershave computers at school,
and doctors have computers in
a. rooms.
c. hospitals.
b. restaurants.
d. cars.
2. HarcId works for a computer company. It is a big company. It
has offices in many parts of the world. Harold often must go
visit the offices
a. in other companies. c. before lunch.
b. at home.
d. in other countries.
3. Many schoolshave computers.The children learn about
computers in their classes,and the teachersuse the computers
for their
a. lessons.
c. homework.
b. schools.
d. offices.
4. Dan is an English teacher.He works for a big Japanese
company. Somepeople in the company must speakEnglish at
work. Dan teachesthem
a. to understand in
c. about business.
Japanese.
b. Japanese.
d. businessEnglish.
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5. There are three people in Mohammed's office. They all want to
use the computer often, but there is only one computer!
Mohammed saysthey must get another
a. car
c. office.
b. computer.
d. person.

\-_

Circle the best answer.
1. Suryais in another city for some businessmeetings.She must
call her office every day. Her managerwants to talk with
a. her.
c. them.
b. him.
d. me.
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2. T}re teachersat school often have meetings. They have meetings
with the other teachers,and they have meetings with the
c. classes.
a. school.
d. mothers and fathers.
b. company.
3. Sandradoesn't like her iob. She has meetings every week with
her manager,and Sandradoesn't like
c. meetings.
a. business.
d. mornings.
b. work.
4. Chen has a new job in a store. He seesa lot of people. He must
talk with them and help them, and he must
c. not open his mouth.
a. never smile.
d. look at the floor.
b. smile a lot.
5. Bus drivers are often very friendty. They sit in their bus for a
long time. They like to talk to the people
c. on the telephone.
a. in their car.
d. in restaurants.
b. on their bus.

Exercise7
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Circle the best answer.

L. Theseshoesare very beautiful, but they are also very expensive.
I can't buv them now becauseI don't have much
c. money.
a. time.
d. shoes.
b. color.

2. Marc is getting a new pink dress.It's very pretty. Mara is very
happy, but her mother is not very happy. The dressis very
c. old.
a. pretty.
d. long.
b. expensive.
3. We never go to the French restaurantsin New York because
they are expensive.We like to go to the Chinese restaurantsor
the Brazilian restaurants.They are not very
c. good.
a. expensive.
d. big.
b. money.

(continuedon nextpage)
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4. Tom and Shonni like to go to the Brazilian restaurantbecause
there is often music. Someflmesa Braziliangroup plays the music,
and the people in the restaurantstart dancing. Tom and Shonni
a. like music and
c. like Chinese restaurants.
dancing.
b. don't like music
d. like Brazilian shoes.
and dancing.
5. Pedro didn't want to get out of bed. He didn't want to have
breakfast.He didn't want to go to work. He wanted to
a. go home.
c. sleepsome more.
b. take the bus.
d. go to school.

Exerci se
\--

Circle the bestanswen
1. Anna is a student at the University of Texas.This is her first
year. Sheis studying Spanish.Shewants to be a
a. French teacher.
c. doctor.
b . mother.
d. Spanishteacher.
2. There are many studentsfrom other countries at Boston
University. Someof these studentsknow English very well, but
the other studentsmust
a. study Chinese.
c. study English.
b. learn to speak.
d. learn about Boston.
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3. I like to go to this store becausethe people are very friendly.
They always smile and say hello. They help you
a. find things in the
c. get a new job.
store.
b. build a new house. d. eat your meal.
4. Paulais the new manager of the company. At first, the workers
didn't want a woman manager,but now they like her a lot.
She'sa very friendly person, and she always
a. walks away.
c. looks at them.
b. listens to them.
d. talks to women.
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5. Suki didn't know any other studentsat first, but now she
knows many of them. She saysthey are very friendly. They
often meet in the cafe after class,and they always
c. ask her to come.
a. eat pizza.
b. askother students. d. go alone.

Exercise 9
>

Circlethe best answer.
L. Do you have any milk? There is a very hungry little cat here. It
doesn't have a mother, and it wants something to
c. do.
a. love.
d. eat.
b. fish.
2. Iin often doesn't have time to eat lunch at work. She only has
time for coffee.When she comeshome, she is very hungry. She
often
a. doesn't eat.
b. eats some bread
and butter.

c. opens some large boxes.
d. has no breakfast.
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3. Can you hear the baby? She'sup in the bedroom, and she's
crying now. I think she'shungry. Can you give her some milk?
It's in the
c. place.
a. bottle.
d. night.
b. dinner.
4. Tommy cries every morning on the way to school becausehe
doesn't want to go to school. He doesn't like the other
children, and he doesn't like
c. his teacher.
a. his mother.
d. his breakfast.
b. the street.
5. Every night a cat comes into Sam'syard. It cries and cries,and
it wakesup Sam.He gets angry and goesout to the yard. But he
can never
c. change the cat.
a. hear the cat.
d. find the cat.
b. talk to the cat.
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Circle the best answer.
1. Raissa'sfavorite color is blue. Shehas lots of blue clothes, a blue
car, and a blue house.But she doesn't have blue eyes!Her eyesare
a. big.
c. open.
b. brown.
d. blue.
2. My parents' favorite restaurantis the Green Garden Restaurant.
They like it becauseit has Chinesefood. There is another good
restaurantin town, but my mother and father don't go there. It
doesn't have
a. Mexican food.
c. Chinese food.
b. any food.
d. good food.
3. Daryl doesn't eat lunch at school. She saysthe food is terrible.
There are alwayshamburgersand pizza, and she doesn't like
hamburgercor pizza. Shelikes to eat
a. rice and vegetables. c. terrible food.
b. school lunches.
d. tea or coffee.
4. Shelleyis a terrible student this year. She doesn't go to classes,
she doesn't read the coursebooks, and she doesn't do any
homework. Her parents are going to be
a. happy.
c. an8ry.
b. hungry.
d. friendly.
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5. We don't watch television very often. Our television is very old.
We can't hear it very well, and sometimeswe can't seeit! The
picture is in black and white, and it's
a. beautiful.
c. new.
b. very big.
d. terrible.
Exercise I I
-

Circle the best answer.
1. BruceWilson worked for the Acme PaperCompany for 40
years.Then last year he stoppedworking. The people at the
company were very sadwhen he stopped.Brucewas a good
worker and
a. a friendly person.
c. a terrible person.
b. an angry person.
d. a young person.
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2. There was a nice movie on television last night. It was the story of
an Italian family. The men in the family had lots of problems. In
the end, the men all went away.There were only women
a. on television.
c. in the morning.
d. in Italian families.
b. in the family.
3. Last year we had a very nice English teacher.Shewas friendly,
and she was a good teacher.This year our English teacher is
very different. She'soften arrgry,and she'sa
c. tall teacher.
a. new teacher.
d. terrible teacher.
b. first teacher.
4. What happened to Juanita yesterday?Shewasn't in class.Trudy
told me she had some family problems. Do you know about
them? I calledJuanita'shome, but
c. there was no answer.
a. she was home.
b. Trudy doesn'tknow. d. she has no phone.
5. Something terrible happened to my cat last week. Shehad a fight
with another cat. Shewas away for three days.Then she came
back, but she was
c. dead.
a. very sick.
d. black and white.
b. not very young.
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Exercise l2
Circle the bestanswen
t. Something happened to the computer in the office yesterday
morning. It stoppedworking, and we couldn't start it again. In
the afternoon, we did all our work
a. with the computer. c. without the computer.
d. on the blackboard.
b. out in the street.
2. We went to the hospital this morning. We wanted to seeour
teacher,but the doctor said no. He said she was still very sick,
and he told us to come back
c. to school.
a. yesterday.
d. to the hospital.
b. next week.

(continuedon next page)
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3. John came to work late again today. He comeslate almost every
morning! What is the problem? Why is he often late? Doesn't
he have a
c. bedroom?
a. clock?
d. desk?
b. bus?
4 . Last year my friend Kiri went to Korea.Shewanted to learn

about the country and write some newspaperstories.But she
had one big problem. She couldn't talk to people becauseshe
a. didn't want to
travel.
b. couldn't speak
Korean.

c. couldn't speakEnglish.
d. didn't have a newspaper.

5 . Yesterdaywe went to seea funny movie. It was a story about
love. A man named Jack loved a woman named Jill. Jill loved a
man named Jarvis.Jarvis loved a woman named Janet, and
Janet loved Jack.All these people had lots of problems, but the
movie had
a. an end.
b. a sad end.

c. bad color.
d. a happy end.
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Circle the bestanswer.
1. Many young girls like dancing and go to dance classes.They
want to be dancers.They think dancersare beautiful, and they
think dancing is fun. But a dancer'slife is not alwaysbeautiful
and fun. It can be verv
c. pretty.
a. youn8.
d. difficult.
b. easy.
2. Help! There'sa mouse in my room! It went under my chair, and
then it ran under the bed. There it is again! It's running into the
bathroom. Pleasecome quickly and take it away.I don't
c. seeany mice.
a. like mice!
d. like any animals.
b. eat any animals.
3. Today was a beautiful day. It wasn't very hot, and it wasn't very
cold. There was lots of sun, and there wasn't any wind. It was a
good day for
a. working in the yard. c. working in the office.
d. looking at the television.
b. sleeping.
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4. Last night we went to listen to some music. We didn't have a
very nice evening. I almost went to sleepbecausethe music was
terrible and the room was
c. green.
a. nlce.
d. hot.
b. friendly.
5. That child had many problems at school. The other children
didn't like him, and the teacherswere always angry with him.
He told his parents,but they didn't
c. teach him.
a. seehim.
d. wake him.
b. listen to him.
rcrSe
-

Circle the best answer.
1. How was your meeting?Was it interesting?Did you talk to the
new manager?What did she say about your job? Are you going
to stay at the samejob, or are you going to
c. go to lunch?
a. sit down?
d. change iobs?
b. be late?
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2. This morning I talked to Mr. Swenson.He told me some
interesting news. The town wants to build a new road. They
want to build it through his yard. He's very angry and upset.
He doesn't want
c. any roads in the town.
a. a road in his yard.
d. to build a road.
b. a new town.

3. Yoko was very upset yesterday.Something terrible happened in
Japan.There was an earthquake.Many buildings fell down in
the earthquake,and about 5,000 people died. Many people
now have no homes. They are living in
c. Japan.
a. houses.
d. families.
b. schools.
4. Mrs. Seuratwas very upset becauseher son Bob never wanted
to do his homework. He also never wanted to help her in the
house. Bob was L6 yearsold. He wanted to lie in bed all day
and
c. listen to music!
a. learn English!
b. work in the kitchen! d. talk to his parents!

(continuedon next page)
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5. There was a dead cat on the road this morning. My daughter
Leila saw the dead cat and started to cry. poor Leila. Shewas
very upset. She doesn't like to see
a. dead animals.
c. lots of cats.
b. lots of cars.
d. fast cars.

:-

Circle the best answer.
1. Svenwas the only child from Sweden.There were some
children from Russia,Germany, and England. There were many
Italian and Spanishchildren, but there were no other
a. American children. c. children.
b. Danish children.
d. Swedishchildren.
2. Dicken started a new job last week. He likes the other workers,
and he likes the work. There is only one problem. He doesn,t
like the manager.He saysthe manager is
a. always nice.
c. alwayslate.
b. often angry.
d. often hungry.
3. Yussefis not doing very well at the university. He doesn,t study
for his English class.He only studiesfor his businessclass.He
saysEnglish is not important and he doesn,t want to
a. find it.
c. learn it.
b. feel it.
d. work it.
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4. I have some big news for the family! we are going to move to
another city next year. The children are going to go to a new
school, and I'm going to start a new
a. job.
c. car.
b. day.
d. family.
5. My cat liked to sit on my car. It was her favorite place. She
could seeall the people on the street.She could also seeall the
dogs.The dogs could seeher, but they couldn,t
a. hear her.
c. drive her.
b. get her.
d. look at her.
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rcrSe
>

Circle the best answer.
1. My brother didn't like playing football or tennis or other
sports.He only liked bicycling with his friends. He often went
out on his birycle in the morning and came back in the
afternoon. He and his friends went very fast. In a short time
they could go
c. home.
a. a few miles.
d. many miles.
b. another way.
2. The bus to work is often very slow. There is a lot of traffic in
the morning. Cars are slow, too, but bicycles are not. On a
bicycle you can go around and through the traffic. Why don't
you go to work by
c. train?
a. bicycle?
d. bus?
b. car?
3. Here'syour sandwich and some fruit iuice. Now take your
bicycle and go! You don't want to be late for work. You were
late yesterdayand the day before. Go fast and
c. say hello!
a. stop often!
d. don't stop!
b. go home!
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4. Look at all the traffic! We can't get off this road, and we can't
go on that road. We have to sit here and wait. The radio
doesn't work in this car, so we can't even
c. 8o home today.
a. get out of the car.
b. listen to any music. d. read the newspaper.

5. Last March I was in Chicago for a businessmeeting. It's a
beautiful city, and I liked it a lot. But I didn't like the weather! It
was cold and very very windy. Now I know why people call
Chicago the
c. "BeautifulCity."
a. "Windy City."
d. "BusinessCity."
b. "Sunny City."
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ercrs
\--

Circle the bestanswer,
1. Jorge'sparents were very interesting people. His mother was a
famous eye doctor. People came to seeher from far away. His
father had a famous Mexican restaurant.Many important
people ate at his restaurant.one time, the American president
a. had dinner there.
c. had breakfastin his room.
b. was an interesting d. went to a restaurant.
person.
2. There was a letter on my desk.Now it's not there! Do you know
where it is? It's a very important letter. It,s from the bank. I
must send it back soon, but I can,t
a. write it.
c. give it.
b. learn it.
d. find it.
3. Lin lived in New York city. Sometimesshe saw famous people
near her home. Then she told all her friends at work. Her
friends lived in New Jersey,and they didn't often seefamous
people. Not many famous people
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a. live in New Jersey. c. live in New york.
b. go to work.
d. have friends in New york.

4. some people like to eat too many sweets.Their favorite foods
are sweets.They eat lots of ice cream, cake,and cookies.They
don't eat much fruit or vegetables.Thesepeople are often fai
and unhealthy. Sometimesthey get very sick. Sweetsare not
a. bad for people.
c. new for people.
good
b.
for people.
d. expensivefor people.
5. Look at that woman! All the people on the street are looking at
her. She'svery young and beautiful. She has very nice,
expensiveclothes. Now some people are taking pictures of her.
I think she'sfamous.
a. Who are they?
c. Who is she?
b. What is it?
d. Where are we?
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Circle the bestanswer.
1".Friday was the last day of the English course,and there was a
party in the evening. The students bought some food and
drinks. They got a stereoand some music. Then the party
started.There wasn't enough food for all the students,but they
weren't hungry. They wanted to listen to music and
c. study.
a. cook.
d. sleep.
b. dance.
2. Yesterdaymorning the bank was closed,so I couldn't get any
money. I couldn't buy the newspaper,and I couldn't buy any
milk or bread. I went to work with no breakfast,and I had
nothing to read on the bus. At LL:00 I was very
c. rich.
a. hungry.
d. tired.
b. tull.
3. There were many famous people at the pafty in New York City.
There was the president of a big university and the president of
a big company. There was a famous Swedishdoctor and a
famous Russianwriter. There was also
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a. my friend Jane.
b. the wife of the
French president.

c. a large party in New York.
d. a lot of food.

4. Look at this place! Did you have a party last night? There are
bottles and glasseson all the tables.There is food on the
armchairs and on the floor. I'm going out for a few minutes.
When I come back in a short time, I don't want to
c. seethese things!
a. seethis place!
d. have a party!
b. eat anv food!
5. Sonyamet a very interesting young man at the party last night.
She told me all about this man. He's tall and good-looking. He
has a very interesting job, and he likes to travel. He's not
married, and he doesn't have a girlfriend. I think Sonyais
a. talking on the
telephone.
b. in love with him.

c. married.
d. doesn't like him.
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Circle the best answen
1. Did you seethe movie on television yesterdayevening?It was
the true story of a little Jewish boy. He lived in Holland in
L941. Then the Germanssent him and his parents to Germany.
Jonah lived through this terrible time, but his parents died. It
was a very good movie, but very
a. terrible.
c. happy.
b. wrong.
d. sad.
2. The English homework for tomorrow is very easy.We have to
read one page of our book. We also have to do some exercises
in the workbook. I can do it all tomorrow before class.I don't
want to do homework this evening. I want to
a. do my English
exercises.
b. go out with my
friends.

c. speakEnglish.
d. do my Spanish
homework.

3. The manager at work is angry with me. She saysI am always
late. She saysI have to be in the office before 9:00 a.m. I can't
come at 9:05, and she saysI can't go home at 4:50. I can go
home only after 5:00 p.m. She saysI can't even go out for
coffee!I have to drink my coffee
a. in the office.
c. on the street.
b. at home.
d. in a restaurant.
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4. In'1,994,Wanda opened a new store. She sold children's
clothing. It was not easyat first, and she had many problems.
But after a few years,businesswas good at the store.Many
people in town bought clothes for their children
a. from friends.
c. in big stores.
b. at Benneton.
d. at Wanda'sstore.
5. Coffee was Ronald'sfavorite drink. He drank four or five cups
of coffee a day.Then the doctor told him to stop drinking
coffee.Ronald didn't know what to drink. He didn't want to
drink tea. He said, "Only sick people
a. drink coffee."
c. drink tea."
b. drink milk."
d. go to the doctor."
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Circle the bestanswer.
1. This is not a good place to live. The weather is terrible. In the
summer, it's very hot here. It doesn't rain for three months. In
the winter, it's very cold, and it rains all the time. There are
only a few nice months
c. in EuroPe'
a. in the year.
d. in the summer.
b. for parties.
2. Do you have to go now? You can go home after dinner. I have
a very nice meal ready for us. Do you like fish? I have fish and
vegetablesand rice. I also have cake and ice cream. Pleasedon't
go. I can't eat all this food! You must
c. help me.
a. go home now.
d. not eat meat.
b. take the train.
3. There was no train to our town, and there were only a few
buses.In the morning, people drove their carsto work in the
city. In the afternoon, people drove their carshome. On
Saturdayand Sunday,the city people drove out here to the
country. There was always a lot of traffic
c. on Mondays.
a. in the city.
d. on our roads.
b. in the winter.
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4. Rhonda doesn't like the winter in England. She doesn't like
cold weather, and she doesn't like short days. Shewants to live
in a place with warm winters. She saysshe'sgoing to sellher
house and
c. move to Morocco.
a. build a new one.
d. go live in Russia.
b. start a business.
5. Last summer we went to the mountains for a month. We stayed
in a beautiful place with lots of treesand flowers. The people
were also very nice to us. The only problem was the weather. It
rained every afternoon! This summer, we're going to go to the
seaside.It doesn't
a. have many treesor
flowers.
b. rain there very
often.

c. have many people.
d. have any mountains.
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Introduction
Vocabulary in Basic Reading Power,
pages viii-ix
1. Draw a circle around the last word in this
@
2. There is a picture of a house below these
sentences on the next page. Draw a circle
around the house.
3. A word is missing ftom this sentence.Write
in the word.
4. There are two blanks in the next sentence.
Think of some words. Write them in the
blanks.
5. My mother goes to work every day. (Other
answersare possible.)
6. Draw a line from number 6 to number 1.
7 . One word in this snetnece is not correct.
Write that word correctlv in the blank.
sentence

2. a. California
b. no (He doesn't go home every weekend.)
c. no (He can't speak Chinese yet. He is
studying Chinese.)
d. no (He wants to be a businessman in
China.)

Part Two: ComprehensionSkills
Unit 1: Scanningfor Key Words
Exercises 78, pages 4247
Answers may be checked by looking back at
the key words in the exercises.
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8. €#€soout the first word in this sentence.
Then crossout the last word in this
s€n+en€e.
9. Draw a gardennear the housebelow.
Follow the stepsin number 10.
L0. StepL. Draw a tree.
Step2. Draw someflowers.
Step3. Draw somegrass.

Part One: PleasureReading
Introductlon,page 2
1. a. no (Magda lives in Mosina, Poland.)
b. yes (She takes the train to Poznan.)
c. no (She doesn't always go home for
dinner. Sometimes,she goes to a
restaurant.)
d. medicine (She wants to be a doctor.)

Unit 2: Scanningfor Information
Exercise 7, page 48
A. 1,.no
2. August17
3. JethroTull
4. four

5. Natalie Merchant
6. 7:00p.m.
7. $38,$28,and $23
8 . M a y2 6

B. Answerswill vary.
Exercise 2, page 5O
A.1.two
2. $3s0
3. one
4. yes (one)
5. near University
Road
B. Answerswill vary.

6. $2Oper hour
7. 356-4678
8. June
9. $2s
1.0.Germany
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Answer Key

Exercise 3, page 52
A. 1. .89 (89 cents)
2. yes
3.lemonade
4. $3.79
5. 28 ounces
6. no
7. BabyJuice
8. eight
9. two (Fruit Drinks and Baby Juice)
10. four (4 ct. means 4 count)
B. Answers will vary.
Exercise 4, page 54
A .1 . 6
2. units L, 3, and 5
3. Unit 4
4. Ben & Jerry's Homemade, Inc.
5. page 59
6. units 2 and 5
7. units L and 6
8. Unit 4
B. Answers will vary.

Unit 3: MakingInferences

Exercise 4, page 6O
1. a school
2. a restaurant or a cafe
3. a park
4. a bank
5. a doghouse
Exercise 5, page 6!
1. doctor
2. manager
3. president of a company
4. TV news reporter
5. bus driver
Exercise 6, page 62
1. near a river
2. He is hiding behind a big stone and calling
for help. He is running from Bemie and
Pete.
3. They are angry because Harry told them
there was gold in the river. But there is no
gold in the river.
4. Harry said there was gold in the river.
Exercise 7, pages 62-63
1. on a farm
2. He wants Sam to work.
3. becausehe is angry
4. Jenny thinks that becausethey don,t have
any money they aren't going to have any
food.
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Note: With inferences, many answers can be
right. If you can explain your answer, it
could be right.

Exercise l, page 57
f . in a clothing store
2. T}:e man with the white shirt is a salesman.
The young man is a customer. He is
wearing jeans so maybe he is still a student.
3. The salesmanis showing the suit to the
customer.
4. The salesman is saying, "How about this
nice suit?"
Exercise 2, page 58
f . in an airport, in the arrivals hall (Her bag
has an airline baggage ticket on it.)
2. Many iobs are possible here.
3. They are shaking hands.
4. They are saying, "How do you do?,, or
"Nice to meet you."
Exercise 3, pages 5&59
1. coffee
5. salt
2. meat
6. bread
3. carrots
7. apples
4. sugar
8. rice or potatoes
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Exercise 8, page 63
f . in a boat near an island
2. on the island
3. Yes,because he thinks it is a good place for
pop concerts.
4. Duncan likes the island. He does not want
pop concerts on it.

Unit 4: Lookingfor Topics
Exercise 7, pages 6+65
1. birds
2. hats
3. food
Exercise 2, page 66
1. color
2. music
3. animals
4. men
5. fruit

6.
7.
8.
9.
L0.

times of day
verbs
clothes
buildings
countries

AnswerKey

Exercise 3, page 67
1. meals
2. women
3. reading material
4. drinks
5. iobs

6. furniture
7. transportation
8. tableware
9. sports
10. eatingplaces

Exercise 4, page 68
L. computer
2. kitchen
3. bicycle
Exerclse 5, page 69
1,. family
2 garden
3. body
4. classroom
5. head

6. cat
7. time
8. building
9. apartment
10. office

Exercise 6, page 70
1. People who work in government
2. People who often work at night
3. People who work in a hospital
4. People who make music
5. People who work with people
6. People who work with their hands
7. People who work with money
8. People who work outside

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

men (relatives who are men)
times of day
reading material (things to read)
odd numbers (multiples of three)
body (parts of the body)

Exercise 9, page 73
1,. head
2. rooms in an apartment or house. Extra
word: wall
3. countries. Extra word: New York
4. sports you play with a ball. Extra word:
hockey or Sports you play with many
people. Extra word: tennis
5. verbs. Extra word: days
6. adjectives. Extra word: garden
7. car. Extra word: desk
8. time. Extra word: city
9. party. Extra word: read
10. cities (in the United States).Extra word:
Canada
Exercise 70, page 74
1. drinks. Extra word: bread
2. transportation. Extra word: house
3. clothes. Extra word: clock
4. garden. Extra word: desk
5. women. Extra word: grandfather
6. body. Extra word: shoes
7. numbers by fives (multiples of five). Extra
word: seventeen
8. Asian countries. Extra word: England
9. wild animals or zoo animals. Extra word:
dogs
10. food. Extra word: spoon
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Exercise 7, page 77
L. Topic L: fruit
orange
mango
apple
banana
grapefruit
2. Topic L: parts of
a book

chapter
page

Topic 2: sweet foods
candy
cake
chocolate
cookies
ice cream
Topic 2: grammar
words

noun
adverb

adlective
table of contents
verb
paragraph
pronoun
title
possible
answers.
3. There are many
Exercise 8, page 72
Note: There may be more than one conect
word for some topics. The topics are
L. park (garden)
2. head
3. food (things to eat)
4. transportation (ways to travel)
5. drinks (beverages)

and Building
Unit 5: Understanding
Sentences
Exercise 7, page 75
Note: You can also make other sentences. (But
this way all the parts are used and no part
is used two times.)
1. She'scooking fish.
2. She's drinking coffee.
3. He's reading a book.
4. He's sitting in a chair.
5. She'sstanding by the door.
6. He's driving a bus.
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Answer Key

Exercise 2, page 76
Note: You can also make other sentences.
1. The dogs are eating their food.
2. The students are asking questions.
3. The children are building a doghouse.
4. My friends are buying new clothes.
5. Tom and Frank are closing the windows.
6. The girls are coming to play ball.
1. T" women are getting their money.
8. The boys are helping their father.
Exercise 3, page 77
Note: You can use many different adjectives
in each sentence.
1. The (young) man is driving the (green) car.
2. The (young) girl is eating a (big) sandwich.
3. A (black) cat seesa (brown) dog.
4. A (blue) bird lives in that (old) tree.
5. The (young) teacher is talking to a (bad)
girl.
6. This (new) book is about (beautiful) cities.
7. (Small) children do not like (big) animals.
B. The (happy) woman is giving a (red) flower
to a (handsome) man.
Exercise 4, page 7g
Note: You can also make other sentences.
1. The horse is eating a (big) apple.
2. That house has (small) windows.
3. My sister doesn't like (long) dresses.
4. Simon's brother has (many) friends.
5. Some restaurants have (beautiful) flowers
on the tables.
6. The students are talking to the (new)
teacher.
7. The airplane is flying through a (white.l
cloud.
B. Mr. and Mrs. Jenkins cook (big) dinners on
Saturday evenings.

Exercise 6, page 8O
A. Note: You can also make other sentences.
1. A tall man is walking fast down the street.
2. That old dog always eats the cat,s food.
3. Our morning classis learning to read well
in English.
4.My baby sister wakes up often at night.
5. The new doctor is waiting for you.
B. There are many possible sentences.
Exercise 7, page 8l
A. Note: You can also make other sentences.
1. Those girls often play baseball with the boys.
2. Some people don,t eat meat.
3. My parents never have much free time.
4. Those men always eat very quickly.
5. Three children sometimes sleep in that
small room.
B. There are many possible sentences.
Exercise 8, pages gI-92
1.a 2.b
3.a 4.a
6.b
7 .a
B .b
9.b

S.b
1 0 .b

Exercise g, pages 82-89
1,. Ho Kwangliang lives in Taichung, Taiwan.
2.
4" is the president of Ho Hung Ming
Enterprises.
3. His company makes parts of shoes.
4. Many shoe companies buy parts of shoes
from Ho's company.
5. Ho's company makes $25 million every
yeaL or Every year Ho,s company makes
$25 million.
6. It has 100 workers in 8 buildings.
7. Now Ho has a new company in Shanghai,
China. or Ho has a new company in
Shanghai, China, now.
8. It makes parts of shoes,too.
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Exercise 5, page 7g
Note: You can also make other sentences.
1. I (often) read the newspaper in the
morning.
2. Ircad English (slowly).
3. My family (never) goes to restaurants.
4. My father (usually) washes the windows.
5. I do my homework (quickly).
6. My friend rides a bicycle (badly).
7. I (usually) go to the bank on Saturday.
8. My mother drives a car (slowly).
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Exercise 7O, pages 84-gs
1. his, They, their
2. he, his
3. it, he
4. it
5. They, their
6. She, her, it, her
7. She, them
B. their
9. She
10. He, his, his

AnswerKey

Paragraphs
Unit 6: Understanding
Exercise 7, pages 87-88
1. Yes.All the sentencesare about one topic:
Paul McCartney.
2. Yes.All the sentencesare about one topic:
Ringo Starr.
3. No. The sentencesare about different topics.
4. Yes.All the sentencesare about one topic:
John Lennon.
5. Yes.All the sentencesare about one topic:
Brian Epstein.
Exercise 2, page 89
Asha Sachdevlives in Bombay, India. She is
a very beautifuI film star. Many people in
India go to films. They all know and love
her face. Other people seeher face on the
walls. There are big pictures of her face all
around the city.
Exercise 3, page 89
Ho Kwangliang lives in Taichung, Taiwan.
He is the president of Ho Hung Ming
Enterprises. His company makes parts of
shoes.Many shoe companies buy parts of
shoesfrom Ho's company. Ho's company
makes $25 million every year. It has 100
workers in 8 buildings. Now Ho has a new
company in Shanghai, China. It makes
parts of shoes,too.

Exercise 7, pages 96-97
Paragraph L
Some kinds of drinks are very good for your
health. Orange juice is one of these healthy
drinks. It has lots of good things in it. Milk
is another healthy drink. It is very good for
children and also for women. So drink lots
of orange juice and milk! Some doctors
think this is the way to a healthy life.
Paragraph 2
Some popular drinks are not good for your
health. Many people drink cola, but it is
not good for you. It has lots of sugar, so it
is bad for your teeth. It has other bad
things in it, too. Another drink that can be
bad for you is coffee. A little coffee is okay,
but lots of coffee is bad. Doctors say it is
bad for your stomach and your head.
Exercise 8, page 98
L. Topic: Rollerblading
Extra Sentence:It is also a good idea to ride
your bicycle.
2. Topic: How Jeff loves birycling
Extra sentence: He works lust a few miles
from home.
3. Topic: Tina's garden
Extra sentence: Tina's husband likes going
to the movies.
4. Topic: How Mike loves to cook
Extra sentence: Children must not eat a lot
of chocolate every day.
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Exercise 4, pages 9O-9!
3.a 4.c
1.b 2.c

5.c

Exercise 5, pages 92-93
3.c
1.a
2.c
Exercise 6, pages 94-95
L. Topic: The Irish writer Edna O'Brien
Sentence: We can almost see the Irish
countryside and hear the people speaking.
2. Topic: The Australian writer Thomas
Keneally
Sentence: He writes books about different
places,so he has to go to those places.
3. Topic: The Aftican-American writer Toni
Morrison
Sentence: We see through their eyes, and
we learn what they are thinking and
feeling.

Part Three: Vocabulary Building
Unit il New Words from Your Reading
Note: Eachstudent will learn different new
words every week.

Unit 2: The 1OOWords
Exercise!, page !O5
1. do
2. was
3. but
4. the
5. will
6. you
7. way
8. out

9. we
10. some
1-1.such
1.2. with
13. like
14. only
15. many
16. been

1,7.trp
18. back
19. your
20. about
21. would
22. after
23. where
24. before
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Answer Key

Exercise2, page 7O5
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

so
morc
been
all
were
them
yes
into

9. even
10. said
11. even
12. down
13. time
14. over
15. from
16. may

Exercise6, page 7Og
17. could
18. which
19. years
20. their
21. next
22, these
23. when
24. they

Exercise3, page 7Oo
your
what
have
new
said
then or
than
7. that
8. can
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

9. here
10. any
11. this
12. time
13. two orthe
14. what
15. even
16. most

Exercise 4, page 7O6
f. is
2. did
3. him
4. do, so, or to
5. here or were
6. time
7. when or then
8. many
9. may orway
10. but or out
1l.. now
12. by or my
13. which
14. their
15. other
16. where or there

17. would
18. them
19. our
20. about
21. she
22, well or
were
23. other
24. down

N

O

O

Some words found in this puzzle:
through, no, about, on/ you, even, be, by,
it, before, if , any, about, can, would, at,
most, other, time, back, has, yes, these,
over, out, whete, now, first
Exercise 7, page log
1. Allen: Would you like some milk with

2.

your coffee?
Lynne: No, thanks. I like black coffee.
Suha:What is your name?
Yuki: My name is Yuki.
Suha: Is that a Japanesename?
Yuki: Yes,it is.
Pat: Where are you from?
Stan:I'm from Texas.
Pat: Do you like to ride horses?
Stan: No. Not all Texanslike to ride
horses.
Stefan:Do you like to read love stories?
Milly: No I don't. I like to read about
scienceand computers.They're
much more interesting.
Craig: When did you call your mother?
Ivan: I called her before lunch.
Craig: Was she at home?
Ivan: No, she was still at work.
Craig: Where does she work?
Ivan: At a bank in New York.
Craig: Does she come back home for
lunch?
Ivan: No, she eatslunch at work.
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Exercise 5, page 7O7

Z

L

Z
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3.

4.

5.

Answer Key

Exercise 8, pages 770-177

Across:
1. my
4. would
6. We
7. back
9. next
10. are
11.not
L2. They

Down:
2. you
3. did
5. Iike
6. When
B. after
10. about
13. be

Unit 3: LearningaboutContext
Exercise!, pages772-773
town, girl, yard, horse,meat
Exercise 2, page 173
sea,fisherman,boat, garden,evening
Exercise3, page 774
daughter,housework,store,bread,friends
Exercise 4, pages 77/|-175
family, company,war, planes,countries
Exercise5, page !75
Note: You can alsoput other wordshere.
books(stories),people,meat (food),
weeks(months),children (girls)

Exercise 2, pages 77&779
1. fruit that is ready to eat
2. abad dream
3. a poor person who asksfor money on the
street
4. things people don't want
5. something you wear on your hands on
cold days
6. an animal that you have in your home.
Exercise 3, page !79
1. to pay to use something for a time
2. a kind of writing
3. some money that you get for a time and
then pay back
4. to speakvery loudly
5. a dirty place
6. a very large house
Exercise 4, page 72O
1. a place to buy bread, cakes,cookies, or
other baked foods
2 . food that is very bad
3 . something to put an animal in
4 . a small road that is for people-in a park,
the mountains, or the country
5 . to make a person move
6 . a girl who is good at schoolwork
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Exercise 6, page 776
Note: You can alsoput other words here.
go, has (owns),run, drives,ends

Unit 4: GuessingWord Meanings
Exercise 7, pages 7!7-7!8
1. someone who doesn't like to work or do
anything
.2. aplace where birds live and keep their babies
3. something you can wear so people can't
seeyour face
4. something in a building that takes you
from one floor to another floor
5. a person in a store who wants to buy
something
6. a long line of cars in the road

Unit 5: LearningNewWordsin
Gategories
Exercises 7-8, pages 722-728
Note: There are many different answers to the
exercisesin this unit.
Exercise 2, pages 722-723
Some possible answers: artist, astronaut, bus
driver, businessperson,movie star, musician,
president, cook, teacheq policeman or
policewoman, secretary,doctor
Exercise 3, pages 723-!24
Some possible answers:keys, pen, money,
lipstick, comb, Kleenex", cellular phone
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Answer Key

Part Four: Thinking Skills

Exercise 77, pages 73&739
']...a
2.b 3.d 4.c
5.a

Exercise7, page 737
1.c 2.a 3.b 4.d

5.c

Exercise 72, pages 739-740
1.c 2.b 3.a 4.b 5.d

Exercise 2, pages t3!-732
1.d 2.c 3.a 4.c

5.a

Exerclse !3, pagest4O-147
1..d 2.a 3.a 4.d
5.b

Exercise 3, pages 132-!33
1.b 2.d 3.b 4.d

5.b

Exercise 74, pages 747-742
1.d 2.a 3.b 4.c
5.a

Exercise 4, page 1'33
1.c 2.a 3.b 4.c

5.d

Exercise 75, page 742
1.d 2.b 3.c 4.a

5.b

Exercise 5, page 734
1.c 2.d 3.a 4.d

5.b

Exercise 76, page !43
1.d 2.a 3.d 4.b

5.a

Exercise 6, pages73'tb735
l.a
2.d 3.c 4.b
s.b

Exercise77, page 744
I.a
2.d 3.a 4.b

5.c

Exercise 7, pages 73Fl736
l,.c 2.b 3.a 4.a
5.c

Exercise 78, page !45
1.b 2.a 3.b 4.c

5.b

Exercise 8, pages 736-737
1.d 2.c 3.a 4.b 5.c

Exercise 79, page 146
1.d 2.b 3.a 4.d

5.c

Exerclse 9, page 737
1.d 2.b 3.a 4.c

5.d

Exercise20, page 747
L.a 2.c 3.d 4.c

5.b

Exercise 7O, page 1.38
1.b 2.c 3.a 4.c

5.d
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Introduction
BasicReadingPoweris intended for students who
are in a beginning-level English program in
junior high school, high school, college, or adult
education. We assumethat the students who use
this book will be literate in their own language.
They should have an English vocabulary of about
three hundred words, and they should be
familiar with the simple present, present
continuous, and simple past tenses.
The aim of this book is to teach strategiesthat
will allow students to build on their already
established cognitive abilities and background
knowledge. A strategic approach will enable
students to view reading in English as a problemsolving activity rather than a translation
exercise. This way, students can learn good
reading habits and skills, and they can avoid
problems that commonly result ftom poor
reading habits. Students will gain confidence at
this early stage, which, in turn, helps them to
gain access more quickly to English-language
material for sfudy, wotk, or pleasure.
In Basic ReadingPower, students are expected
to work on all four parts of the book concurrently
as they develop multiple aspectsof their reading
ability. This approach is essential for the
successful outcome of a reading program using
this book. Basic Reading Power is intended to
prepare students for work in Reading Power,
which has a similar general approach and layout.

. Have students work in pairs or groups
whenever possible. This helps them to
develop new thinking styles and increases
language acquisition.
. Focus on the thinking processesthat the
students use to complete the exercises.The
right answers are not as important as how
the students got those answers.
. Be sure that students know why they are
doing an exercise. Awareness of the purpose
of their work helps the students become
involved more actively and results in
increasedlearning.
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General Guidelines for Teaching Reading
with Basic Reading Power
o Actively engage students in the reading
lesson. It is important for them to enjoy
their work and not seethe reading lessons
as "busywork."

Part One: Pleasure Reading

The goal of this part of the book is to introduce
students to the idea of extensive reading and
to give them the opportunity to experience the
rewards of such reading in terms of both
improved reading ability and general language
ability. To participate successfully in extensive
reading, they will need to gain confidence in
their abilities and to experience the
satisfaction and enjoyment that such reading
can bring. For these teasons, teachers should
allow students maximum freedom in pacing
their reading, choosing their books, and
expressing their opinions. Two other factors
are also essential for students to discover the
pleasure in pleasure reading: a relaxed and
trusting atmosphere in the classroom and a
high level of enthusiasm and commitment on
the part of the teacher.
The extent to which students benefit from
their pleasure reading, however, depends on
how they go about it. Thus, in this part of the
book, students are introduced to some of the
ways native speakersapproach such reading.
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These ways include the following:
. reading for the meaning of a story
r predicting what comes next in a story
. responding to the ideas in a story
o relating parts of a story to their own lives
r skipping over unknown words
r breaking a story into parts (analysis)
. talking about a story
The pleasure reading material in the book
consists of an introduction, ten fables, ten short
stories, and one long story. It is important that
students read these fables and stories in the
order presented because the vocabulary and
grammatical structures in each story build upon
those in previous stories. In the last section of
Part One: Pleasure Reading, students are
encouraged to read books for pleasure, and they
are guided in the selection of appropriate books.
As mentioned above, the first ten readings
are fables. Since fables are a part of every
culture, students will find them easy to relate
to. The next 11 stories are about people. They
are not fables. You should point out to the
students that many of the stories are true or
could be true. These stories also provide
material for discussion of cultural differences.
The main goal for the teacher throughout is to
guide the students in learning how to respond
to these fables and stories.

Before reading a story
Encourage the students to preview the story.
Tell them to look at the title and at arry
illustrations accompanying the story and to
identify what they see.
Lead the students to make predictions
about the story by asking them the
following questions. Be sure to have them
explain their answers as well.
What is the story about?
Who are the people in the story?
Where are they?
Is this story about today or about the past?
Do you think it is a sad story or a happy one?
Do you think the story is true?
Ask the students to read the first paragraph
of the story. Then have them make more
predictions about what comes next.
Readingthe story
Ask the students to read the story silently
all the way through. Tell them not to stop
for new words or to mark the text in any
way while they are reading. This would
distract their attention from the story itself.
Do not let students use dictionaries while
they are reading! Tell them they will have
an opportunity to deal with the new words
later on.
Put the students in small groups and ask
them to retell the story to each other. Then
you can reconstruct the story together as a
whole class.
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Guidelines for Reading the Fables
and Stories
Generalapproach
r Encourage students to talk about each story
before, during, and after reading it. As they
talk, the students make important
connections: They connect what they
already know and can express in their own
language with what they read in the story.
r Lead the discussion at first, in order to model
the processfor the students. If necessary
provide and practice specific vocabulary for
the students to use in such discussions.
When the students have had sufficient
practice, they should be allowed to lead the
discussion themselves.
. Use the first fable ("The Big Family in the
Little House") as an example with the class.
Go through all the reading steps together
with them.
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After reading the story
Discusswith the students their responsesto
the story by asking them the following
questions:
Did you like this story? Why?
Who is in the story?
Do you think it is a true story?
How did the story make you feel?
Is the ending a good one?
How could we change the ending?
Ask students to read the story again. If an
illustration accompanies the story, tell them
to label parts of it with names and words
from the story.
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. Ask students to look back at the story and
underline any new vocabulary. They should
write those words on the lines below the
story or in a notebook and look up the
meaning in their dictionaries. They may
need help in finding the correct meaning
and in wording a satisfactory definition.
Model the processand assiststudents in
acquiring independence in the use of
dictionaries.
Additional activity
As a whole-class activity after reading the
story, ask students to brainstorm about other
possible endings. Working with the whole
class, ask the students to dictate the best
ending they have come up with. Write that
ending on the board and then ask students to
copy it into their notebooks. More confident
students can be asked to do this activity in
small groups. After some practice, individual
students can try to write their own endings
and then compare their endings with those of
other students. Have students write another
ending as a homework assignment.

Avoid asking individual students to stand
up and report on their reading orally in
front of the whole class,which could be
damaging to the students' self-confidence.
o Pleasure Reading Book List. (Seetext,
page 38.) Keep track of the number of
books read by referring to this list. As a
variation, keep book lists for each student
posted in the classroom. With younger or
competitive students, this tactic can act as
a spur to motivation, though care must be
taken to keep the competitive aspect from
becoming too serious.
r Writing about pleasure reading books.
(Seetext, pages38-39) This letter-writing
activity encourages students to put down
on paper their thoughts about a book in an
informal context. The letters can be written
in classor assignedas homework. Then
students can exchange letters, or you can
select some letters to read aloud or write on
the board. Other students who have read
the same book can be asked their opinions.
The emphasis of any discussion should, as
always, be on the students'reactions, not
on details of the story.
. Pleasure Reading Report. (Seetext, page
40.) Though long, formal book reports are
not recommended, a short report following
this format could be filled in by the student
on completion of each book and kept on
file in the classor in the student's
notebook. They can then be read aloud and
compared if more than one student has
read a particular book. In addition, if they
are kept on file in the classroom, students
can refer to them in choosing books.
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Pleasure Reading Books

Evaluatingstudents' progtess
There are a number of ways you can evaluate
students' progress and comprehension in their
pleasure reading books. Whatever method you
"pleasure"
choose, however, you must keep the
in mind. Therefore, feedback to students should
be positive and should focus on their personal
reactions to their reading. In addition, students'
output, whether oral or written, should not be
judged on pronunciation or grammar.
Here are some ways to evaluate pleasure
reading:
o Individual teacher/student conferences.
This is the best way for you to come to a
quick assessmentof each student's
understanding of what he or she is reading.
These conferences can give the student an
opportunity for a one-to-one discussion
with you in which you can model ways that
native speakerstalk about literature. The
focus of these talks should be the student's
responseto the book, rather than a retelling
of the story. By giving individual attention
to students, these conferencescan also help
students build confidence in their abilities.

Choosingbooks for pleasurereading
The limited vocabulary of the students does
not necessarily mean a limited choice of
reading material for them. Many publishing
companies produce books for the beginning, or
"starter," ESL/EFLlevel, with a wide range of
subject matter to interest both younger and
more mature students.
Many teachers have found that the question
of how to provide pleasure reading for all their
students can best be resolvedby the institution
of a class lending library with a few more titles
than there are students so that each student
will be able to choose a book. It may also be
possible to combine libraries with another
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teacher or teachers or to set up the pleasure
reading collection in the school library. In this
case, however, students need to have free and
frequent accessto the library.
Aside from being able to choose subject
matter that is interesting to them, students
also need to be free to choose books at an
appropriate level. Be sure to include books at a
somewhat higher level for those students who
quickly gain confidence and want more
challenging reading as well as very easy books
for those students who progress more slowly.
Listed here are a few of the many available
titles from the most widely distributed
publishers.
Very Low Level
Addison Wesley Longman
Longman Easystarts-20O-word vocabulary.
These books are all 16 pages long and come
with a cassetterecording of the text. Examples:
April in Moscow
BetweenTwo Worlds
DeadMan'sRiver
Dino'sDay in London
Who Wantsto Bea
Star?

StephenRabley
StephenRabley
ElizabethLaird
StephenRabley
MargaretIggulden

Heinemann Educational Books, Inc.
Heinemann ESL Guided Readers-Starter
Level: 300-word vocabulary. Examples:
AIissa

The Lost Ship

Blue Fins

Sara Says No!

The Briefcase

Ski Race

L.A. Detective
More Advanced

Level

Oxford University
Press
Oxford Bookworms-Level
vocabulary.

1: 400-word

Examples:
The ColdestPlace on
Earth

The President's
Murderer

The Elephant Man

Under the Moon

Love or Money

White Death

Addison Wesley Longman
Longman Structural Readers-Stage
word vocabulary. Examples:

2: 500-

AdventureStory

qnd Other Short

The BoYand the Donkey

Stories
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Longman Originals-Stage 1: 300-word
vocabulary. Cassettesavailable. Examples:
Ali and His Camera

RaymondPizante

Mqrcel and the
ShakespeareLetters

Stephen Rabley

Mike's Lucky Day

Leslie Dunkling

The Missing Coins

John Escott
Kris Anderson

The Wrong Man

Longman Structural Readers-Stage 1: 300word vocabulary. Cassettesavailable.
Examples:
Aladdinand HisMagic

A. Stempleski

Lamp
Car Thieves

L. G. Alexander

The Flying Spy

Alwyn Cox

GreenIsland

A. G. Eyre

Kateand the Clock
TheMysteryof theLoch
NessMonster

LeslieDunkling
LeslieDunkling

Girl Against the lungle

Have YouGot Our
TtckeQ

Shakespeare
Detective
Longman Classics-Stage 1: 500-word

vocabulary.Examples:
Alice in Wonderland

Lewis Carroll

Black Beauty

Anna Sewell

Heidi

Johanna Spyri
Alexandre Dumas

The ThreeMusketeers

Longman Originals-Stage
2: 600-word
vocabulary. Cassettes available. Examples:
Another World

Elaine O'Reilly

Fire in the Forest

Ian Swindale

Wanted:Anna Marker

Kris Anderson

Heinemann Educational Books, Inc.
Heinemann ESL Guided Readers-Beginner
Level: 600-word vocabulary. Examples:
Dangerousloumey
ThisIs SanFrancisco
Death of a Soldier
This Is New York
The Long Tunnel
TheTruthMachine
Rich Man, Poor Man
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Part Two: Comprehension
Skills
General Guidelines
. You should always make sure that the
students understand the purpose of the
exercisesthey are doing and how the
particular skill relates to general reading
ability. Otherwise, the exercisesbecome
busywork and the students lose interest.
. The whole class should work together when
the teacher introduces and works on the
first exercisein a unit.
. Model the thinking processesthat students
need to use to carry out the exercise.That
is, you should "think out loud" in front of
the classso that students can learn about
those processesand the language used to
talk about them.
o Have the students work in pairs or small
groups whenever possible.
o Since the exercisesin each unit become
gradually more difficult, students should
always work on them in the order in which
they are presented.
. The exercisesin this part of the text should
be approached as much as possible in a spirit
of playful competition. When the exercises
are treated like games and the atmosphere of
the classis relaxed, sfudents become more
involved and feel freer to take risks.
. For some of the exercises,sfudents may give
answers that are different from those in the
Answer Key, and any reasonable answers
should be acceptedas long as the student
can justify them.

for more information about the 100 words.)
Since speedis essentialto the aim of scanning,
encourage students to work quickly, either by
timing them or by conducting the exercisesas a
kind of race among pairs of students.
Unit 2: Scanning for Information
In these exercises,students scan a variety of
real-life materials for the answers to some
specific questions. In doing this, they will learn
to move thefu eyes quickly across a page and
not be distracted from their search for
information. Again, speed is important. The
material in this unit can also serve as a source
for discussion of certain aspectsof U.S. culture
and how they compare with other cultures.
Note that students should not use a
dictionary while working on the scanning
exercises,but should skip any words they do not
know. Discusssome of the vocabulary afterwards
in a general discussion about the material.
Unit 3: Making Inferences
"read
In English, students will often have to
between the lines" in order to get the meaning
of a passage.To do this, students must be
willing to make guesses-which means taking
risks. These exercises will help them gain
confidence in their ability to infer meaning in
a reading text.
In this unit, getting the "right answer" is less
important than the thinking process that
students go through to get their answers. Allow
students the opportunity to come up with
different answers if they can justify their ideas
based on information in the passage.
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Unit 1: Scanning for Key Words
The scanning exercises in units I and 2 arc
designed to help students get over the habit
of reading every word on a page. In scanning,
students must quickly look for specific
information, skipping over unneeded words.
In this unit, students scan across a line for a
key word. Note that the words used in the
"L00 Words"
exercisesare from the list of the
in Part Three, Unit 2.In doing these exercises,
students will also be working to improve their
sight recognition of these important wordsthe 100 most common words in English. (You
can refer to page 163 in this Teacher's Guide

Unit 4: Looking for Topics
In English text, ideas are generally expressed
and developed in a "topic-centeted" way; that
is, writers first give the topic and then they
comment on it. In learning to read in English,
it is essential that students begin early on to
think in terms of the topic.
These exercises work best if the students
work in pairs. That way, the two students can
help each other when one or the other does
not understand. Furthermore, in talking to
each other about the topic, the students will
develop their metacognitive ability to think
and speak about text in terms that will help
them to comprehend what they read.
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Unit 5: Understanding and Building
Sentences
Students at this low level need practice forming
good sentencesand identifying the parts of the
sentences most important to the meaning.
Though this is not always thought of as a
reading skill, it is important to remember that
the thinking processesinvolved in reading and
writing are often inseparable.The ability to find
meaning in a sentence is a skill that good
readersin English frequently take for granted.
In these exercises, students will have the
opportunity
to be creative in forming
sentences.However, the sentencesmust always
be grammatically correct and reflect correct
usage.Note that in exercisesI,2,4,6, and7,
there are several possible ways to connect the
parts of the sentencesbut only a few ways that
they can be connected into correct sentences
using each part only once.
Unit 6: Understanding Paragraphs
This unit aims to provide the students with
practice in recognizing the topic-centered
nature of English texts. Students must first
understand that good comprehension depends
on the reader's ability to identify the topic.
Good readers,in fact, are always unconsciously
or consciously looking for the topic as they read.
Students then need to understand how a
paragraph in a text focuses on a topic. For
that reason, the purpose of the first three
exercises is to familiarize students with the
difference between a paragraph and a random
group of sentences.Students who need more
practice in recognizing the form of a
paragraph can be given this further
assignment: Tell students to choose one of the
groups of sentences about the Beatles that
makes a good paragraph (1, 3, or 4) and write
the sentences in the form of a paragraph.
Point out that they should begin the
paragraph by indenting the first sentence.
As they write out the sentencesin paragraph
form, the students will have an opportunity to
notice again that every sentence in the
paragraph refers to the same topic. Often
beginning-level students need this kind of
reinforcement in order to internalize both the
form and the topic-centered nature of a
paragraph in English.

Exercises 4 through 8 give the students
practice first in recognizing the topic and then in
thinking of the topic and stating it in
comprehensible form. Where students are asked
to think of the topic, various answersare of course
acceptable, as long as they express the topic
correcfly (neither too specific nor too general).
In this unit, as in all the other skills units,
allow time for discussion about how the
students came up with their answers.
Encourage students to talk explicitly about the
thinking processesinvolved.
Teachers who are looking for further work
on topics of paragraphs will find a more
extensive treatment (at a high-beginner level)
in ReadingPower.

Part Three: Vocabulary Building
Researchin second-language reading confirms
what many teachers know by instinct and
experience:Building vocabulary is an essential
factor in reading improvement, especially at
the lower levels.
In this part of the book, students are
encouraged to build vocabulary in various
ways. All the exercises, however, present
unfamiliar words in meaningful contexts so
that students can learn to use such contexts to
figure out meaning through the application of
cognitive skills. In fact, the more cognitive
capacity required in the process of figuring out
meaning, the more likely students are to fix the
word and the meaning in their long-term
memory.
For this reason, students should be
discouraged from using their dictionaries or
asking friends or teachers for the meanings.
Instead, encourage them to try to establish
meaning first by thinking about the context
and making guesses.Only then should the
dictionary come into play, as a means to check
the guesses.This approach is establishedfrom
the very beginning, in Part One of the book,
where students are asked not to use
dictionaries while reading for pleasure.
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Unit 1: New Words from Your Reading
This unit should be introduced after students
have read several of the fables in Part One:
Pleasure Reading. Below each fable, students
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will have written some new words. They
should then choose ten of these words to
transcribe onto the pagesof this unit.
These words may, of course, be different for
different students, thus allowing them to
develop their own personal vocabulary
learning project. Having learned the procedure
for writing the new word, the sentence or
sentences,and the meaning, students should
then continue this practice in their own
notebooks. Ideally, these should be small
notebooks that they can easily carry around
and that are used exclusively for this purpose.
At the end of a week or other given period of
time, have students test their knowledge of the
new words of that week by giving themselves a
New Words Quiz (see page 103). Verify that
students quiz themselves in this way at regular
intervals throughout the course.
Unit 2: The 1OO Words
In this unit, students are asked to focus their
attention on the 100 most common words in
English. Although these words are often taken
for granted by teachers, they are not always
easily learned through context, and they often
constitute a serious stumbling block for the
beginning reader. Be aware, in fact, that these
100 most common words make up 50 percent
of the words in an English text of average
difficulty! If students have to stop and think
about these words, their reading speed and
comprehension will obviously suffer.
Therefore, it is essential that students learn
to recognize these common words on sight.
That is the aim of this unit and the reason
students are asked to concentrate on the
spelling and form of each word, rather than
the grammar or meaning.

the Answer Key; these should be accepted as
long as they make sense.

Unit 4: GuessingWordMeanings
In this unit, students are now faced with words
that are probably unfamiliar to them. In order
to arrive at some kind of meaning for the
words, they must tap their own experience and
knowledge of the world. Note that students
should ideally try to write definitions in
English, however vague or circuitous they may
be, as this is excellent practice. However, if that
is not possibledue to the level of proficiency or
maturity of the class, they may write
equivalent words in their own language.
You should go through the first exercise
with the whole classas a group, and model the
thought processesthat help the reader use the
contextual clues to arrive at a hypothetical
meaning. Afterwards, have students try to do
several items on their own and then work in
pairs to compare their answers or figure out
together meanings they haven't deciphered
individually. If you are working with students
whose language is unfamiliar to you, students
should do this pair work with another student
who speaks the same language, especially if
students cannot think of the word in English
but can think of an equivalent word in their
own language.
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Unit 3: Learning about Gontext
In this unit, the students are introduced to the
concept of context in vocabulary learning.
Emphasizethe relationship of the word to the
general context of the story or the more
specific context of the sentence, and ask
students to be explicit about the reasons for
their choice of words. In exercises1 through 4,
the missing words are given to the students,
but in the later exercises.students are to think
of the missing words. They may come up with
some different answers from those suggestedin

Unit 5: Learning New Words
in Categories
This unit builds on the use of students' own
life experiences to help them learn new words
in categories.Grouping the words in categories
puts them into context for the students and so
increases the probability of retention.
Furthermore, the personal involvement
required in the exercises is a further positive
influence on the acquisition and retention of
the vocabulary. Therefore, these exercises
require a large degree of individual input on
the part of the students and allow them to
choose the vocabulary to be learned to a large
extent.
For the first exercise, after making sure that
the students understand the example in the
text, do another example as a group. For this
second example, focus on your favoite place,
providing some vocabulary and soliciting
other words from the class.The other exercises
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can be approached in a similar manner, with
less guidance as students become more
confident.
In exercises4, 6,7, and 8, encourage sfudents
to create categories that reflect their own life
experience, and after each exercise ask them to
explain their categories to the class. For
example, in exercise 4, one student might put
"mountains" in "Village Life" (e.g., a Swiss
village) and another student might put
"mountains" under "City Life" (e.g., Mexico
city).
Part Four: Thinking Skills
These exercisesprovide practice in some of the
basic thought patterns of English. Students can
solve the problems presented in the exercises
by applying such patterns as synonymy,
opposites, analogies, negation, part-whole
relationships, and drawing conclusions based
on evidence.

The exercises gradually become more
difficult, so it is important that they be
assigned in the order they are presented in the
book. Once again, the use of dictionaries
should be discouraged while students work on
the thinking skills exercises.
In this part of the book, students should
work alone. Once all the students have
completed a set of problems, either in class
time or as a homework assignment, check
them together in a group session in which
students volunteer to read the items aloud.
Encourage students
to
express their
disagreement if they have different answers
and ask them to explain how they arrived at
those answers. This kind of discussion can help
them externalize their thinking processesand
lead them to greater metacognitive awareness.
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